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GEORGE V., by the Gt'aoe of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and of the British Dominions
beyond the Seas, King, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India.
To our trusty and well-beloved GEORGE WILLLU1 STEAD, Esquire, of Euroa, LouL'l STANLEY BENJAMIN, Esquire,
of Melbourne, RARitY WILFRED BucKLEY, Esquire, of Melbourne, ARCHIBALD HAROLD LEESON,
Esquire, of Ballarat, JoHN FI1EDERICK CHAPPLE, Esr1uire, of Melbomne.

GREETING:

WHEREAS the Governor of our State of Victoria, with the advice of the Executive Council thereof, has deemed it e;q1edient
that a Commission should forthwith issue to inquire into the control management working and financial position of the Victorian
Railways, more especially, but without affecting the
of the foregoing, as to the following matters, viz.:--··
(l) The control and administration of the Railways and of the staff employed.
(2) The causes of the heavy and increasing losses on the Railways.

(:l) Economies which may be effected by alteratiollil in the present system of control and/or by rcduction.s in staff and/or
by reduction,~ in the number and salaries of senior officers.
(4) Factors, including road motor competition, which have diverted and are likely to divert traffic from the Railways and

the reasons why former Railway customers utilize motor tran!lport.
(5) What s~eps, if any, should be taken to control and co-ordinate with the Railways, tramways and competing road mo~or

scrvwes.
I

{6) Whether the caniage of passengers, goods and live-stock has been efficient.

(7) Whether suffwient suitable empty trucks are available and have been promptly supplied on requisition of users.
(8) Whether Railway lands not already used for railway purposes have been properly utilized.

(9) Whether any, and, if so, what provision should be made for depreciation in Railway assets,

(10) Whether there has been economical management in(a} the manufacture and/or purchase of and/or installation of plant and materi<>l;
(b) the construction of buildings, bridges, platforms and sidings;
(c) the adoption of(i) heavier locomotives, with the collSOquent expenditure on the permanent way,
(ii) trucks of large capacity;
(d) the staffing of the service;
(ll) Generally, what steps are desirable to improve the financial position.and efficiency of the Railways.
NOW IL~OW YE that We, reposing great trust and confidence in your knowledge and ability have constituted and appointed
and by these presents do constitute and appoint you George William Stead, Louis Stanley Benjamin, Ha.rry Wilfred Buckley, Archibald
Harold Leeson, and John Frederick Chapple to be our Commission for the purpose aforesaid : AND WE do by these presents give
and grant unto you or any three of you full power and authority to call before you snch person or persons as you shall judge lil~:ely
to afford you any information upon the subject of this our Commission, and to inquire of and concerning the premise6 by all othe1·lawful
ways and means whatsoever; AND WE will and command that this our Commission shall continue in full force and virtue and that
you our said Commissioners, or any three of you, shall and may from tin1e to time, and at ;my place or places, proceed in the execution
thereof, and of every matter and thing therein contained, although the same be not continued from time to time by adjournment :
AND WE do hereby appoint our trusty and well-beloved
William Stead to be Chairman of Yf!U our said Commissioners: .AND
LASTLY, We direct that you do, with as little delay as possible, report to us nuder your hands ancl sc,•ls yonr OJ'inion., resulting from
the said inquiry.
IN TESTIMONY WH.I!~REOF We have caused these onr letters to be made patent nnd the Seal of um srtid State to be her<Jnnto
affixed.
WITNESS onr trusty and well-beloved Lieutenant-Colonel the Right Honorable ARTHUR HERB.ErtT TENNYSON,
Baron So~rERS, Knight Commander of the :Jiost Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and s~.int George,
Companion of the Distinguished Service Order, Militat·y Cross, Governor of the said State and its Dependenciea
in the Commonwealth of Australia, &c., &c., at Melbourne, this twelfth clay of April, One thousand nine
King George V.
hundred and twPnty-eight, and in the eighteenth year of the reign of His
(Ls.}

SOl\'IERS.

By His Excellency's Command,
G. :NI. PRENDERGAST.

Entered on record by me in Register of Patents Book No. 29, page 205/206, this twelfth day of.April, One .thousand nine hundred
and twenty-eight.
W. P. HEATHERSHAW,
Under-Secretary.
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RAILWAYS INQUIRY COMMISSION.

To Hi.s Excellency Lieutenant-Colonel the Right Honorable ARTHUR HERBER'r TENNYSON,
BARoN SoMERS, K.O.M.G., D.S.O., 1'1([.0.; Governor of the State of Victor'ia and
·its Dependencies in the Oornrnonwealth of A1tstralia, &c., &c., &c.
MAY rr PLEASE YouR ExcELLENCY :

We, your Commissioners, appointed on the 12th day of April, 1928, to inquire into the
control, management, working and financial position of the Victorian Railways, and more especially,
but without affecting the generality of the foregoing, as to the following matters, viz.(1) The control and administration of the Railways and of the staff employed.
(2) The causes of the heavy and increasing losses on the Railways.
(3) Economies which may be effected by alterations in the present system of control
and/or by reductions in staff and/or by reductions in the number and salaries
of senior officers.
(4) .Factors, including road motor competition, which have diverted and are likely
to divert traffic from the Railways and the reasons why former Railway
customers utilize motor transport.
(5) \.Vhat steps, if any, should be taken to control and co-ordinate with the Hail ways,
tramways and competing road motor services.
.
(6) \.Vhether the carriage of passengers, goods and livestock has been efficient.
(7) Whether sufficient suitable empty trucks are available and have been promptly
supplied on requisition of users.
·
(8) Whether Railway lands not already used ·for railway purposes have been properly
utilized.
(9) \Vhether any, and, if so, what provision should be made for depreciation in
· Railway assets.
(10) Whether there has been economical management
(a) the manufacture and/or purchase of and/or installation of plant and
material;
(b) the construction of buildings, bridges, platforms and sidings;
(c) the adoption of(i) heavier locomotives, with the consequent expenditure on
the permanent way,
(ii) trucks of large capacity ;
(d) the staffing of the Service;
(11) Generally, what steps are desirable to improve the financial position and efficiency
of the Railways.
have the honour to submit the following Report:The Inquiry was opened on the 18th April, 1928, and the taking of evidence commenced
on the following day.
One hundred and fifteen witnesses were heard in Melbourne and forty-four witnesses tendered
evidence at various country centres where sittings of the Commission were held.
The witnesses included Members of the Legislature; Sir Basil Blackett, Finance Member,
Indian Central Government; State Auditor-General; Under-Treasurer for State of Victoria;
Victoria.:h ~ailways Commissioners; Chairman of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
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Board ; Chairman of the Country 'Roads Board ; Heads and acting Heads of all branches of the
Railways Department; the Chief Engineer for Railway Construction; a number of railway
officers and employees, and many representative citizens and other gentlemen who kindly came
forward and gave evidence useful to the Inquiry .
. Numerous reports, diagrams and memoranda were submitted during the course of the
I:r;.qmry and from these documents valuable information was obtained with regard to many matters
drrectly or indirectly connected '\\rith the working of the Victorian Railways.
It \vlll be appreciated that your Commissioners did not have sufficient time to travel over
the whole State, but several tours of inspection were made and the following important railway
depots were visited :-Ballarat, Geelong, Bendigo, Seymour, Maryborough, Ararat, Wodonga,
Hamilton, and Portland.
An inspection was made of the locomotive depots, goods sheds, yards, &c., at these centres,
and evidence was taken at each place with the exception of Geelong.
The Railway Workshops at Ballarat. and Bendigo, the mechanical coal-handling plant
at '\~odonga, and the refreshment rooms at Ballarat, Geelong, Bendigo, Seymour and Ararat were
also mspected.
Your Commissioners were impressed with the possibilities of Portland as a port for overseas
vessels' and attention was given to the shipping
and railway facilities at the Portland pier.
..
In the Metropolitan area visits were made to the Railways Head Office, Newport '\Vorkshops,
Melbourne Goods Sheds, Spotswood Store House and Reclamation Depot, Newport Power House,
Batman Avenue Motor Garage, North Melbourne Locomotive Depot, Dudley-street Car Depot,
Spotswood Way and '\Vorks Amalgamated Workshops, Melbourne Yards, Tottenham Gravity
Shunting Yards, \Villiamstown Pier, Vjaduct Power Signal Box, and the St. Kiida, Garden Vale,
Middle Brighton, and Hampton Railway Stations.
In travelling over the South-'\Vestern line the opportunity was ~taken to inspect the
automatic signalling being installed between Newport and Geelong.
An investigation was also made of the system of costing, time-keeping, and compilation
of pay rolls at the McKay Harvester Works, Sunshine.
On the 5th August, 1928, your Commissioners visited New South ·wales and inspected
the Darling Harbour Goods Sheds, .Alexandra Goods Sheds, Eveleigh Locomotive Depot, Enfield
Shunting Yards, Statistical Bureau, and Albury Yard and transfer arrangements.
Although your Commissioners did not have power to take sworn e-vidence in New South
Wales, fourteen railway officers htindly furnished information in regard to various railway activities
in that State, and your Commissioners desire to express their appreciation of the courtesy of the
Chief Commissioner and his officers in rendering every possible assistance.
An exhaustive investigation into the details of the working of a large industry like the
Victorian Railways was not possible within the limited time at the disposal of your Commissioners,
but an attempt was made to deal with all matters specifically covered by the Terms of Reference.

Reference I.-The control and adm·i·nlstration of the Railways and of the staff employed.

APPOINTMENT OF FXNA-NCE COMMISSIONER.
Your Commissioners, after careful consideration, are definitely of opinion that the present
Board of Commissioners should be strengthened by the appointment of a Finance Commissioner,
who should be appointed from outside the Railway Service, and be a man of recognized standing
.in matters of finance.
The special duty of the Finance Commissioner should be to ensure that the railways earn
the maximum possible revenue, and to make a close scrutiny of all classes of expenditure and
proposed expenditure, including the disbursement of loan moneys. He should be directly
responsible to and advise the Minister on all matters of finance.
The appointment of this additional Commissioner should be made as soon as practicable,
but, in the event of a vacancy arising on the Board, consideration should be then given to the
question of reverting to a Board of three Commissioners, inclusive of a Finance Commissioner.
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Your. Commissioners are of opinion that, in these days of competition, the magnitude of
the revenue and expenditure, and of the capital invested in the railways, fully warrants the
appointment of a financial expert to maintain the closest possible check on the economic side of
Railway management.
AMENDMENTS OF RAILWAYS ACT 1915.
Your Commissioners have carefully studied the Railways Act 1915, and are of opinion that
the following sections might with advantage be amended :-.
QuoRUM AND VoTING PowER OF CoMMISSIONERS.

In conjunction with the recommendation for the appointment of a Finance Commissioner,
it is recommended that section 68 of the Railways Act he amended to provide that a majority
of the Commissioners shall form a quorum, and that section 69 be altered to provide that each
Commissioner present shall have equal voting power; the Chairman, however, to have a casting
vote.
CONTRACTS FOR PURCHASE OF IMPORTED GoODS.

Section 91 of the Act provides, inter alia, that the Commissioners shall not enter into
any contract for the supply either directly or indirectly from places outside Victoria of materials,
engines, or other power or of any other matter or thing ''vithout the sanction of the Governor in
Council.
This section of the Act was. found to be so restrictive and inconvenient in its application
that, under a direction of the Minister, the Commissioners were given a free hand to purchase
imported goods up to a value of £15, and, with Ministerial approval, to purchase imported goods
up to a value of £30. Purchases of imported goods exceeding £30 in value, however, are still
subject to the provisions of section 91 of the Act.
It is considered that compliance with the Act in regard to purchases involving small amounts
. causes much unnecessary work, and as it l·vould appear that the benefits to be gained by
Australian manufacturers through the incidence of this provision are negligible, your
Commissioners recommend that the Act be amended to give the Railways Commissioners power
to purchase imported goods up to the value of £250 without seeking the approval of the Governor
in Council.
PROMOTIONS.

Evidence tendered during the course of the inquiry discloses that the present system of
promotion is viewed by officers and employees of the service with great disfavour. It was alleged
that much dissatisfaction exists, because of a policy, accentuated
recent years, of promoting
junior men over the heads of seniors", despite the fact that the latter in many cases are equally well
qualified and suitable for the higher positions.
The Railways Act, section 144, provides:
"(1) When any vacancy occurs in any office in any branch of the railway service not
open for competitive examination as hereinaftf:lr provided, it shall be filled if
possible by 'the promotion of some officer next in rank, position, or grade to the
vacant office, and no such officer shall be passed over unless the head of his
branch in writing so advises the Board or the Commissioners.
(2) No officer shall be passed over without being afforded an opportunity of showing
cause to the Board or the Commissioners) whose decision upon the matter
shall be final."
But the factors governing the issue are more definitely prescribed by Departmental Regulation 76,
clause 4, which provides that " Promotion . . . . and the selection of any officer or
employee to act in a higher position, shall be governed by relative ability, suitability, record,
"
·
experience, and seniority .
It was stated in evidence that discontent exists in the workshops controlled by the Rolling
Stock Branch, because in many cases persons pr9moted to positions, such as Leading Hand,
Sub-foreman, and Foreman were neither the most suitable nor the most senior men, and that
therefore the Regulations were not being complied with.
A case which was instanc~d as one typical of many was that ot'a car-builder who, although
he had passed the examination for Leading Hand with honours, and had acted as such and
produced ~_favorable output of work, was superseded by junior employees when appointments
·
to the pos1t10n of Leading Hand were made.
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Similar complaints were also made regarding the salaried grades, particularly that of Clerk,
t.he names and particulars of 87 salaried officers promoted out of their seniority turn being submitted
in support of the allegation.
.·
Your Commissioners were impressed with the evidence, and it clearly indicated the
exi~tence of disco~tent and the need for some tribunal to regulate the advancement of persons
ent1tled to prorootwn.
. It was stated that there exist Departmental Promotions Boards in the larger branches
o£ the service, but on the evidence given at the Inquiry these Boards have hut little value.
Your Commissioners· recommend that a Statutory Board be created to hear appeals of
officers and employees who feel that they have been 'nongly passed over for promotion. Such
a Board should comprise a chairman, selected from outside the railway service, together with a
representative of the Commissioners and a representative of the employees.
The Board should arrive at its conclusions; having regard to the relative ability,
suitability; record, experience, and seniority (in the order mentioned) of the officers or employees
concerned, and its decision .should ~e final; .b~1t, in the event .of the Bo~rd upholding a~ a_(Jpeal,
tha appellant should serve m the higher positiOn for a probatiOnary periOd, at the expuatwn of
which ~he Commissioners could, .if they so desired, appeal and be allmved to show cause why the
promotwn of any such person should not be confirmed.
SuNDAY TRAIN SERVICES,

The patronage accorded trains running to the seaside and neareT mountain resorts on
Sundays, and the heavy traffic attracted by the recently approved and instituted Sunday services
between Melbourne and Geelong an:l Melbourne and Ballarat, clearly indicate the need for a
progressive pollcy in regard to Sunday seTVices.
Section· 192 of the Railways Act pTovides that no alteration in the practice of mnning
Sun~ay trains shall be ~a~e without the con.se~t of the Governor in qouncil, and whilst this
proVision places a restriCtiOn on any CommissiOner or Board who m1ght because of strong
sabbatarian views seek to limit existing services, it has proved an impediment in the endeavour
of the Commissioners to meet road motor competition, particularly on those rolltes wheTe Sunday
trains are not run. This has not only had the effect of forcing Sun..day traffic to the roads, but
has also helped to finance those competitive services in their week-day operations.
Your Commissioners therefoTe recommend that sectionl92 of the Act be amended to provide
that the CommissioneTs may in their discTetion extend the Sunday pa<:1senger services to meet
;1ny growth of business or public mqllirement.
OTHER o::hiENDMENTS.

Further amendments of the Act are suggested under other headings dealing with specific
subjects.
MANAGEMEWr OF NEWPOR'r WORKSHOPS.
'rhe ManageT, Newport Woikshops, is an officer of the Chief Mechanical Engineer's Branch,
an.d has under his charge a staff of approximately 3,600 men. The authority given to this officeT
is very limited, and engineers and others from Head Office visit the Workshops on various missions,
the nature of which is sometimes known and at other times unknown to the \Vorbhops Manager.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that the present method of managing the ·workshops
is unsatisfactoTy. Whilst the Workshops :Manager should be a man with high technical and
practical qualifications, he should be given greater authority in the management of his works,
and be less subject to interference by otheT seniOT officeTS under the Chief Mechanical Engineer.
ARREAHS OF ANNUAL LEAVE.
It was ascertained in evidence that in some of the branches arrears of annual leave has been
allowed to so accunmlabe that in the aggregate they assume large proportions. A return of
accumulated leave which w.1s submi~tsd during the co::rrse at the Inquiry showed that several
officers in VaTious branches of the Department had arrears of leave ranging from 106 to 304 days.
The position appears'to be particularly bad in the Transportation Branch (Head Office),
where no less than fourteen officers have each over 50 days' leave due to them, It is true that
inquiries disclosed that efforts are being made to reduce the amount of outstanding leave,
but the position is still far from satisfactory.
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Leave should not be regarded as a reward for services rendered, but rather as a period of
relaxa.,tion to fit employees for the efficient discharge of their duties, and for this reason it should be
taken annually.
It is appreciated that the exigencies of the railway sen-ice sometimes necessitate employees
rmnai.ning on duty over periods in which they might ordinarily have taken their holidays, but
in the interes-t of efficiency every effort should be made to see that annueJ leave is taken in the
year in which it falls due, and that under no circumstances it be allowed to accumulate beyond
the second year.
Your Commissioners suggest that a Departmental regulation be framed to give effect
to this recommendation.
FILLING VACANT POSITIONS.
It was elicited during the Inquiry that offi·cers and employees are at times advanced to
higher vacant positions in an acting capacity, and that their services are so utilized for unduly long
periods.
In one particular branch 27 officers were found to be acting in higher positions, some for
as long as two years ; applications had been m~de by the men concerned for promotion, but
their requests were not a,cceded to.
Instances of men similarly acting in other branches were also brought under notice.
It is not in the interests of efficiency that vacancies should remairi m1filled for lengthy
periods, and your Commissioners recomn1end that more expedition be shown in future in the
filling of all vacancies.

Reference '2.--Thc causes of' the heavy and ·increasing losses on the Rail:ways.
The net results of working of the Victorian Hailways for the past four years were :y car 1924-~25-Surplus
£25,Q43
, 1925-26----Deficit
182,3mJ
" 1926-27
''
47,540
" 1927-28
,
553,709
The following table shows for the past three years the increases und decreases in the several
classes of Gross Reven/ue of the Railways, each year being compared with that immediately
preceding
·
I

1925-26.

1926-27.

1927-28.

-·
Incre11sc.

Passenger TrafficCountry
..
..
..
..
Suburban . .
..
..
..
Dining Oar Service!!!
..
..
..
Refreshment Services
.
..
.
Advertising
..
..
..
.
Bookstalls
..
..
.
..
Parcels ..
..
..
..
..
Hor,ses, Carriages, and Dogs
..
..
Mails ..
..
..
..
..
Goods ..
..
..
..
..
Live Stock
..
..
..
..
:Minerals
..
..
..
.
Electrical Power
..
.
..
..
Rentals
..
..
MiscellatJ.eous
..
..
..
..
Road Motor Services
..
..
..
St. Kilda-Brighton and Sandringham·Beaum.aris Tramways ..
..
..
Amount paid (and payable) to the Department in respect of the loss resulting from
the working of certain lines of railway, &c ... ·
Repayment by State Coall\:Iine of portion of
aubsidies pa.id in prfJVious years ..
..

.

.

..

.

Decrri1Sc.

£

£

..

31,305

..
..

76,222
1,799
29,896
2,869
1,533
12,740
693
30,768

.
.

..

..
..
..
..
..
293,283
..

..

86,266

..
..
31,663
..

.

3,054
73,771

..
..

..

2,492

317,3Io

I

I

Increase.

..

..
..
..
..

..

..
5,053

..

..

..

86;869
15,043

£
220,957
61,300

..
3,064

..

6,908
2,247

..
..

7,767

..
..

7,361
4,045

..

4,66·1

..
62,166
..

626,372

..

16,189
22,953

..

3,586

..

24,171

..

2,210

..
..
..

..

9,754

..

16,568

..

..

...

43,773

..

7,407

..

526

1--·

404,027

· Net Decrease,

£86,717

Decrease.

£

..

..
..

Lo

3,911

I

£

741,963
13,417
23,265
3,195
:33,620

..

Decrease.

£
28,299
186,929
2,671
34,416
6,791
13,985
19,053
4,599

..
122
..

38,950
.•

Increase,

1,124,168

106,965

Net Increase,
£1,017,203

167,147

Net

..
..

I

974,877

Decre~:~se,

£807,730 -
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The following schedule indicates increases and decreases in Working Expenses for years
1925-26, 1926-27, and 1927-28, each year being compared with that immediately preceding:~
1925-26.

Increase.

1926-27.

Decrease.

I

I

Increase.

1927-28.

1

Decrease.

I~1-nc-re-as-e.-~-D-e-cr-ea-se-.-

~~--~-------------------------j--------1------------------~------------

£
Maintenance of Way and Works ..
Rolling StockGeneral Superintendence, &c. . .
..
Maintenance of Rolling Stock . .
..
Locomotive Power
..
..
..
Examination and Lubrica-tion of Coaching
and Goods Vchicles . .
..
..
Transportation and Traffic
..
..
Elec-trical Engineering Branch
..
..
Miscellaneous operations . .
..
..
..
..
..
General Charges . .
Stores Branch . .
..
..
..
Contribution to Railway Accident and Fire
Insurance Fund
..
..
..
pg.yment to State Coal Mine towards cost of
;e-condit.ioning McBride tunnel . .
..
Pensions and Gratuities . .
..
..
Payment to Superannuation Fund
..
Border Railways adjustment
..
..
Repayment to Capital
..
..
..
Road Motor Services
..
..
..
St. Kilda-Brigh-bon ~nd Sandringham-Beaumaris Tramways
..
..
..
Interest Charges and Expenses
..
..

£

£

£

348,004

£
167,197

23,929

206
61,651
88,106

1,931
9,701
78,476

3,771

4,468
121,400

39,755
78,524
36,427
22,6('4
22,491
*80,162

£

3,068
149,006
54,901

56,099

97,494
31,527
17,593
10,018

8,730
7,840
21,526

18,122'

31,456

3,188
37,268
4,291

37,268
4,309
tl8,712

37,268
2,025

59,863
45,139

'
7,189

1,511
194,581

206,233

984,066

2,125

I

44,295
4,789

263
583

1,219
666
t3,930

327,827

l

35,363

29,74,3
1,782
53,335 I
I

202,754 I

101,692

Net Increase,

Net Increase,

£121,594

£882,37 4

1
\

504,:315

Net Decrease,
£301,561

-------------------------------~------~------------~~~~---------~------

* Stores Branch was not shown as a Repa.ra.te item in earlier years.
t These outgoings appear for the first time in 1925-26.

From the Gross Revenue table it will be seen that for the years 1925-26 and 1927-28 there
·were serious decreases in revenue from-(a) Country Passenger Traffic.
(b) Goods.
(c) Minerals.
,These decreases may be attriButed chiefly to-(1) the failure of the wheat harvest in each year;
(2) the consequent restriction of travel by farmers and country residents for business
and pleasure, and of persons doing business with them and with country.
storekeepers ;
(3) the smaller quantities of wheat hauled, and of goods hauled for the primary
producers and dependent secondary industries;
(4) the reduced tonnage of coal hauled for industrial use, consequent upon the
depression in business.

These l9sses are seasonal and unavoidable.

It will be observed that as regards country passenger traffic the increase in revenue
in 1926-27 did not bring the total up to that of 1924-25, notwithstanding that 1926-27 included
an increase in fares, while the decline in 1927-28 .is more than carr reasonably be attributed to
drought. Your Commissioners have no hesitation in saying that these losses (over and above those
due to bad seasons, as already indicated) are attributable almost wholly to road motor
competition, including the private car, which, as well as being extensively used by the owner
for his own purposes, frequently conveys as passengers neighbours and other persons who would
otherwise travel by rail.
Suburban passenger traffic, though it increased progressively in 1925-26 and 1926-27,
fell away seriously in 1927--28. The bad season and general depression in business account for
part of this decline, but it is chiefly due to the use of the private motor car and the electrification
and extension of tramway services.

/

., !
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It is considered that the decrease in revenue from refreshment services in 1927-28 is
attributable to the substantial decline in country passenger traffic.

Par~els revenue dropped in 1927-28, it is believed chiefly on account of road competition,
which also applies to goods (apart from the decrease due to harvest failure, already mentioned).
In this connexion it should be emphasized that the road carriage of goods and parcels is felt almost
wholly in connexion with those classes which to the Railways were the most profitable.
Commodities which are hauled by the Railways in large quantities, and carry a low rate of freight,
are not noticeably touched by road competition.

.
As regards live stock, it will be noticed that the years 1925-26 and 1927-28 show
substantially better results than that of the year 1926-27. This is explained principally by the
fact that in the drought years there is more movement by rail of live stock for agistment.
It has already been mentioned that the reduction in revenue from the carriage of minerals
is partly attributable to drought conditions, but your Commissioners are of opinion that a further
reason is the increasing use being made of crude oil and electricity instead of coal for the
generation of industrial power.
Revenue from the sale of electric power has shown a substantial progressive decrease over
the three years under notice. This is due to the fact that the Electricity Commission, by
arrangement, is gradually taking over the supply of electricity for industrial purposes previously
sold by the Railway Department.
The progressive increase in revenue from. road motor services is due to the Railways
increasing their road services to compete with private buses and goods vehicles. The Railways
road passenger services were considerably reduced about the end of the financial year, following
on the passing of the Motor Omnibus (Urban and Country) Act 1927. In December, 1927, a road
goods service to Geelong was instituted by the Railways Department which partly accounts for
the increased revenue.
The following factors operated to increase the working expenses, as shown in the foregoing
table, and so contributed to the net loss of the Railways :(a) Progressively increasing rates of pay under Arbitration Court Awards, due

principally to increased cost of living.
(b) Reduction in working hours for certain sections of railway employees under
Arbitration Court Awards.
(c) Increase in interest payments, due to the additional capital employed in the railways
from. year to year, and also to the expiry of old loans bearing low rates of interest,
, and their replacement by new loans at higher rates.
(d) Introduction of and substantially increasing contributions by the Railway
Department to Employees' Superannuation Fund.
(e) Introduction of Railways road motor services (passenger and goods) to meet
competition, the working expenses and depreciation being in excess of the
revenue from. those services.
(f) Increased cost per unit of generating electricity for Railways use, consequent
on the decline in sales of electricity for industrial purposes.
· (g) Continued increase in the cost of maintenance of way and works.
(h) Charges to working expenses on account of conversion of manual to automatic
couplers.
(i) Increasing cost of supervision.
(j) Heavy charges to revenue in respect of rolling stock, including locomotives withdrawn from. service in consequence of the electrification of suburban railways.
(k) Charges to revenue in respect of scrapping of wooden small-capacity trucks
considered unsuitable for continued use and not justifying renovation.
(l) Interest charges incurred on certain rolling stock and plant purchased, particularly
·
from. overseas, and not used within a reasonable time after arrival, and ;in
some cases not at all.
'
(m) A tendency towards lavish expenditure on furnishing, equipment, &c.
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Refe~·ence 3.-E_cono;n·ies which may De .effected .bu altemt·ior~s ·in tlw present system, of co~~t1·ol (tt~Jdjm·
by rea'uctwns 'in staff and/or by redu,ctions in the number and salaries of sen~·or officers.

DIVISIONAL CONTROL.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that considerable economy could ·be effected by
the abolition of the present btanch system of working and by the introduction of divi&ional controL
It is understood that the inatter is receiving the consideration of the Railways Commissioners
but that nothing definite has been decided upon, except in regard to a system of semi-divisional
control Which has been instituted at Geelong. This systemj however; does not fully &now the
sa"Vings that could be effected if a system snch as exists in other parts of the wotld were introdueed
throughout the State.
It is estimated that a saving of at least £20,000 per annmn could be effected by the
institution of this system. It would also result in better teart1 work and increased efficiency.
Some of the advantages likely to be obtained by the adoption o1 a divisicnal se.hfme of
organization are summarized by Travis, Lamb and Jenkinson in their handbG·ak an "Pradic2rl
Railway Working," and are quoted hereunder:" (1} The annuhn~nt .of 'departmentalism' by the grouping of the spending arid
depart:tnents under one drstnct liea:d.

eattring

(2) A proper division of work and respousibility, with a reduction in the nuniber of
officers and a logical and unified territorial division.

district

.

(3) The attainment of all the advantages of centralized eontrol, concurrently with an
improvement in the decentralization of disciplinary control.
(4) Annulment of superfluous departmentaJ correspondence, particularly m connexron
with:-(a) Goods depot administration.

(b) Train delays, and
(c) Minor alterations and improvements in lay-ou,t, siding and refuge accommodation
(5) A tendency to relieve ehief officers of a considerable amount of detail work, leaving them
free to act more in 11 consultative capa.city and to reserve their energies for matters of considerable
import.

The la;test railways to be re~organized' a':l'e the .South Africarl!, eo:tlseqttettt 61i the assumption
of State control in 1909, and It interesting to n0te. that in this ease· 1loo old' departmental ' system
was abolished, and the' divisional' system adopted in its stead, with apparent~y mos·t satisfactory
results.
There is no doubt that, under the existing system of organization, Bt·itish railways are
controlled with the greatest efficiency possible under such a system; but the essential _point, and the
one worthy of closest attention, is whether it would not be possible to effect still greater efficiency
of administration by a re~otganization on ~ divisional .basis such as t~at outli:~ed. Certai~ly it
appears to have many pomts to commend rt, and has, ill fact, proved rtself pattiCula;rly desirable
in actual pra;ctiee. The q\'testion is, then, whether the possible a;dvanta:ges just outhnecl~tnd the
anomalies encountered ll'OOer e:risting conditions are rrot sufficient to wana;n,t the desirability of
effecting. a gradual revolution ~n the organization ; the digression by certain companies from the
old-=estabiished' departmental' system together with the ereati?n, by at least olie company, of the
, post of d.istrict traffic manager, with responsibility covering the ,charging for, and conduct of all
transportation, would appear to constitute convenient initial steps towards ' divisional '
organization:.

t

•
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ll'inally, then, we conclude that whilst railway operating is not directly concerned with the
allied factors of track constructiQn and locomotive design, the relationship is sufficiently close to
warrant the maintenance of the fullest co-operation between the engineering and opetative depart~
ments. It is for this reason that we advocate the enlargement of the unit of control, as this would
represent the establishment of a. 'running' organization:-an organism which would have as its
keynote the effective movement of trains, for that is the prime consideration involved in practical
railway working."

AMALGAMATION OF CONSTRUCTION Af..'D WAY AND WORKS BRANCHES.
Evidence tendered by Mr. C.
Perrin, Chief Engineer for Railway Construction, and
officers of the Way and. \Vorks Branch, :iricluding the Estate Officer, indicates that the activities
of the \Vay and Works Branch of the Victorian Railways Department and the Railways Construction Branch of the Board of Land and \Vorks, are closely allied. The Estate Office, which
is controlled by the Chief Engineer of Way and )Yorks, performs a considerable amount of work
far the Construction Branch, particularly in regard to land resumption and surveying.
Officers of the two branches frequently confer as to the adoption of standard drawings
for joint use and designs for special works. Officers of the Construction Branch also collaborate
with the Railways Commissioners and their officers in various branches in regard to many matters
connected vvith new railways. The equipping of new' lines with signal apparatus i& itwariably
carried out by the Signals Branch of the..Railways Department at the request of the Chief Engineer
for Railway Construction, and in otherrespects thereis co-ordination between the Construction
and the Commissioners' staffs.
Having regard to the similarity of function between the Construction and Way and.\Vorks
Branches, and the probable diminution in future construction work, there appears to be no
justification for the retention of a separate braneh for the construction of new lines. It would
appear that considerable economies could be effected by amalga~ting the activities of the
Construction and Way
\Vorks Branches, particularly in regard to engineering and surveying,
the purchase of stores and materials, supervision 1 bookkeeping and general clerical work, and as
it is considered that the combining of the two branches would not impair the efficiency of either
branch, your Commissioners recommend that early steps be taken to bring about such an
amalgamation.
Consequent on the amalgamation with the Way and \Vorks Branch, the Construction
Branch would be removed from the control of the Board of Land and \Vorks and be brought
under the administration of the Railways Commissioners.

SUPJ~RVISION.

Your Commissioners find that there has been a marked increase in the cost of
Superintendence, and are of opinion that the aHegatioos made by several witnesses, to the effect
that there are too many Supervisory or Inspectorial offic,ers, are well fonnded.
Some of these officers have definite work allotted to them; others have no defined duties,
and quite a number are engaged in travelling 0vet the railways on various inspectorial missions.
REFRESHMENT SERVICES H:R.&N.€11'1.

It was stated
evidence that there is excessive and uneeonomical employment oo
officers in the Refreshmen~ Se.rvicesB_ranch. T~e for:n;te{ Assistant S~perintendent
was retrred on the 23rd February, H-l'27, smce whwh diiLte the positiOn h:a:s reroafned unfilled.
Your Commissioners consider that this office is un:tre'cessary and shotdd be abolished.
~
adminis~rative

]'urther, the Superintendent, an Audit Officer, and three Inspectors visit the Refreshment
roo111s. The Inspectors, whose duties relate primarily to e:fh.cient serv1ce and the cleanllness
of the rooms, are allotted districts embracing 25, 19, and J9' rooms respectively. This anwunt of
supervision appears ex~essive and the Inspectorial Staff should be reduced.
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TRANSPORTATION BRANCH.

The management and supervision of the Transportation Branch were formerly conducted
with fewer officers, as the following comparison relating to portion of the transportation activities
indicates :Supervising Officers in f928.

Supervising Officers in 1919.

1 General Superintendent of Transportation

1
1
1
1

General Superintendent of Transportation
Assistant General Superintendent of Transporta,.tion
Outdoor Superintendent
General Inspecting Omcer

1 Superintendent Goods Train Service

1
1
1
1

Superintendent Goods Train Service
Goods Agent
Commercial Agent (attached to J!'reight Branch)
Omcer inspecting use of trucks

1 omcer inspecting use of tarpaulins

1 Omcer inspecting use of tarpaulins

1 Train Running omcer
3 Clerks (Train Running)

1 Chief Train Control Omcer
1 Senior Train Controller
8 Train Controllers

1 Metropolitan Superintendent
2 Mttropolitan Trame Inspectors
· 9 Block and Signal Inspectors

6 Country District Superintendents

25

1 Metropolitan Superintendent
1 Assistant Metropolitan Superintendent
3
1
1
3
6
6
1
6
5
18
6

Metropolitan Trame Inspectors
Omcer investigating causes of accidents
Train Running Omcer
Assistant Train Running Omcers
Block and Signal Inspectors
Country Superintendents
Country Assist. Superintendent
Country Trame Inspectors
Country Train Running omcers
Country Assistant Train Running Omcers
Country Block and Signal Inspectors

73

In accordance with modern railway practice, a system of train control was introduced
during the period under review. This accounts for 31 new positions, but against this increase,
four positions relating to a former modifted train control system were abolished, the net increase
Sixteen new positions relate to the office of Train Running
due to the present system being 27.
Officer, Traffic Inspector, and Block and Signal Inspector. This increase was due to the location
of these officers at country centres, but in view of the train control system now in operation it is
difficult to understand why all these officers are required.
Your Commissioners recommend that the position of Outdoor Superintendent be abolished,
and are of opinion that the number of other supervising positions could be reduced .vithout
impairing the efficiency of the Branch.
TRAFFIC BRANCH.

The General Passenger and Freight Agent is the Head of a Branch which deals with fares
and freights. Recently the Claims Agent and his staff and the Special Inquiry Staff were separated
from the Transportation Branch and placed under the General Passenger and Freight Agent,
and with these additions his total staff numbers only 150. ·
In no other Australian State is this work confmed to a separate Branch, and there is no
reason why such an arrangement should be continued in Victoria.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that the whole of the work should be brought under the
control of the General Superintendent of Transportation and the necessary staff added to his Branch.
This would make possible a reduction in the cost of superintendence and in the number of clerks
employed.
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At present the following positions exist :General Passenger and Freight Agent.
Assistant General Passenger and Freight Agent.
Claims Agent.
Assistant Claims Agent.
Upon the suggested amalgamation being effected, two of the foregoing positions should
be abolished.
GENERAL.

A comparison of the figures contained in Appendix 3 to the Railways Commissioners Annual
Report for the year ended June, 1928, with similar figures for the year ended June, 1922, discloses
an increased cost of £158,078 for supervision.
These figures, which are set out in the following schedule, indicate that the percentage of
cost of superintendence to total working expenses shows a substantial and unwarranted increase
for 1928, as compared with 1922.
SUPERINTENDENCE AND WORKING EXPENSES OF CERTAIN OPERATIONS OF THE
VICTORIAN RAILWAYS FOR FINANCIAL YEARS ENDING JUNE, 1922 AND 1928.
WAY AND WORKS.

I

;

I

I

Year.

1922
1928

ROLLING-STOCK.

ROLLING-STOCK.

!

Superintendence.

Total
Working
Expenses.

£
144,051
206,385

£
1,708,539
2,109,404

I
I

I
of I SuperintenTotal
dence
Working
toExpenses.
Workmg
(General) ·
Expenses.

Perc~ntage

!

Supern:ten~ence

8·43
9·78
=Increase
1·35%

£
34,346
47,111

I

'

£
3,161,545
3,409,881

Percentage of
Superintendence
to Working
Expenses.

1·08
1·38
=increase
·30%

Superinten- I Working
Expenses
dence
(Locomotive (Locomotive
Power).
Power).
£
44,749
61,955

Percentage of
I Superintendence
1

I

£
1,680,830
1,716,580

to ·working

Expenses.

2·66
3·60
=Increase
·94%

I

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

I

Year.

Superintendence.

Total Working
Expenses.

Percentage of

Superintendence to
Working Expenses.

Superintendence.

Total Working
Expenses.

I

Percentage of
Superintendence to
Working Expenses.

I

1922
1928

..
..

£
148,920
207,708

£
2,395,694
2,673,518

6·21
7·77
=increase 1·56%

£
11,358
18,343

SuMMARY-1928 COMPARED WITH 1922.
Increase in Cost of
Superintendence.
Way and Works ..
Rolling-stock (General)
Rolling-stock (Locomotive Power) ..
Transportation and Traffic
Electrical Engineering

£62,334
12,765
17,206
58,788
6,985

Total

£15B,078

£
264,825
355,770

4·28
5·15
=increase ·87%

Percentage Increase of

Superintendence to Working
Expenses.
1·35
·30
·94
1·56
·87

SECRETARY'S BRANCH.
A statement submitted in evidence by the Secretary for Railways discloses that the staff
in the Secretary's Branch, including the Commissioners' clerks, has grown from 75 officers in 1921,
to 147 in 1928.
Thirty-one of those officers might properly be regarded as increased staff, the balance
being additional staff engaged in connexion with activities not previously undertaken by that
Branch.
·
,
Your Commissioners are of opinion that the staff is in excess of the actual requirements.
13733.-2
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STAFF AT OIL STORE, SPENCER-STREET.
Although the Stores Branch now has its central stores at Spotswood, the Comptroller of
Stores has a staff of from "twelve to thirteen" men at the old Spencer-street Store, four or five
of whom look after the oils which are still dealt with at Spencer-street.
The balance of "seven to eight" men are employed receiving materials purchased under
contract for delivery at Spencer-street and loading them for despatch to Spotswood and Newport
by rail.
]t was stated in evidence that this material would average about one truck per
day; that in regard to iron and steel it was difilcult to properly place consignments for disch_arging
at Newport other than by rail ; also that existing contracts provide for delivery at Spencer-street.
Your Commissioners are not satisfied that the present arrangement is the best that can
be made, and in the interest of economy, recommend that the reception of goods at the Spencerstreet Store be discontinued, and that goods generally be delivered direct to Spotswood or Newport.
This would release the "seven or eight" men at Spencer-street for more profitable service.
Future contracts should conform to this recommendation.
SALARIES OF SENIOR OFFICERS.
Particulars of salaries paid to senior officers in the Railways Department were furnished
during the course of the inquiry, and having regard to the importance of the duties performed
the rates do not appear excessive.
FEMALE OFFICERS.
In the course of inspection of various Railways offices, your Commissioners observed that
many male employees are engaged upon mechanical duties, such as typing and operating
calculating machines. In some cases this is necessary, as suitable accommodation is not available
for female staff. In many other offices, however, such accommodation is either available or could
readily be provided.
In the opinion of your Commissioners the use of the services of male officers on mechanical
duties tends to lessen their initiative and to make them ultimately less valuable for other clerical
duties; further, females are generally more suitable and economical for this class of work
It is recommended that the Railways Commissioners investigate this matter, and gradually
and as rapidly as practicable replace male by female labour on mechanical office work.

Reference 4.-Factors, including road motor competition, which have diverted, and
are likely to divert traffic from the Railways, and the reasons why former railway
·
customers utilize motor transport.

Road motor competition has been severely felt by practically every railway undertaking
throughout the world since the close of the War, and it is quite evident that this means of transport
had got a grip on the business offering in this State before the Railways Department realized that
such competition ·was likely to make serious inroads upon railway revenue.
Motor transport having been established, with the attendant advantages of door to door
delivery of goods, expedition, cheapness, reliability of service, and quick settlement of claims,
it has become a very difficult matter for the Department to regain the traffic which has been
lost.
It is appreciated that, at the present time, everything is being done to again get control
of this business; active. steps are being taken to ensure the delivery of goods in good order by
minimizing rough handling and pilfering, and officers are being sent to interview traders and
producers who had forsaken the Railways for the road to induce them to have their: goods again
carried by train.
The promise of better service has regained most of the wool traffic, and many storekeepers
have also returned to the Railways, but your Commissioners feel that road motor competition for
the carriage of passengers and goods (and to some extent live stock), by both commercial and
private cars has been the greatest factor in diverting traffic from the Railways.
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At present the Factories and Shops Act places restrictions on motor lorries engaged in
carrying non-perishable articles of food by prohibiting their operating in cities, tow:r:ts, and b?roughs
after half-past seven o'clock in
evening, ana before half-past seven o'clock in the mormng, but
there is no legal restraint on
· running thmugh a shire at any hour of the night. 1~he result
is that these lorries, usually driven by their owners (thus l:hvoiding the payment of overtime ~a~es
to employees), travel long distances during the night, and may, through the absence of supervisiOn
by road inspectors, carry excessive loads.
From evidence and investigations, your Commissioners are convinced that owners of motor
lorries, buses and five-passenger service cars, do not contribute in licence fees sufficient to cover
the cost of the wear and tear to roads caused by their vehicles, to say nothing of interest .on the
capital outlay. On the other hand, the Hailways competing with them are obliged to provide full
maintenance of lines, &c., as well as interest, thus giving motor competition under present
conditions an undue advantage.
Unless the provisions of the Factories and Shops Act are extended to prohibit motor lorries
carrying other than perishable goods from travelling over roads in shires after 7.30 p.m., and before
7.30 a.m., and legislation is introduced compelling owners of such lorries, buses, and servi~:e mot?r
cars, to pay a fair charge towards the upkeep of the roads, it does not appear likely that there Will
be any substantial decline in road transport competition in the future.
Tramway competition too has been a very serious factor in_diverting traffic from the Railways, and this has been due to the conversion of cable trams to electric traction, extensions,
through routing, and the construction of new lines.
The through routing of trams to the city has adversely affected railway traffic at such
stations as Toorak, Armadale, Malvern, Newmarket, and Essendon, whilst new lines and
extensions have caused a considerable decline in traffic at stations like lVIiddle Park, Albert
Park, North Fitzroy, and Elsternwick.
In the latter case the Brighton-road tramway, on
being electrified, was extended to a terminus close to the Elsternwick railway station, and the
Tramways Board thus entered into direct competition with the Railway Department for the
passenger business offering at that point.
A recurrence of such wasteful competition could be a voided by the adoption of the
suggested scheme for the co-ordination of transport, outlined in another part of this Report.
Evidence tendered during the course of the inquiry showed that other factors which have
to a greater or lesser degree turned passenger and goods business away from the Railways have
·
been as follow :(a) Slow travelling on branch lines (particularly where mixed train services are

operating), together with the added inconvenience of changing trains.
(b) Excessive freight rates demanded for goods intended for . consignment over

the border to New South Wales or South Australia.
(c) Non-acceptance of milk for despatch to stations other than certain specified

receivmg depots.
(d) Establishment of local stone quarries and gravel pits.
(e) Supply of electricity from Yallourn for power and light, thus considerably reducing

the quantity of fuel carried by rail. ·
(f) Break of gauge and its attendant disadvantages.

Reference 5-What [steps, if any, should be taken to control ,and co-ordinate with
the Railways, trarnways and competing road motor se1·vices.

Transport, like coal and power, is one of the "key" industries upon which our national
development and prosperity depend. At the present time, governments and railway managements throughout the world are turning their attention to the various phases of modern transport
development, and Victoria, in common with other places, is faced with the problem of competitive
serviCes.
Transport, ho~ever, is not sufficiently organized, and is too diversified and extensive, to
become one unit under one management, and in view of the growth of new forms of transport,
particularly road motor services, and the possible future of aviation, the merging of transport
agencies is impracticable•

•
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Competitive transport is wasteful, and if uncontrolled, would lead to chaos, but co-ordinated
transport can be made a valuable industrial and social activity.
In order to effectively bring about co-ordination between rail, tram, and road motor services,

w~ic_h would be in the interest of the competing transport agencies, and of the public, your Com-

missioners recommend that a Ministry of Transport be constituted and that the Minister of
Transport have jurisdiction over the following services :The Victorian Railways,
The Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways,
The Melbourne Harbour Trust,
Road Motor Transport.
The regis~ration, licensing, and regulation of public passenger and goods motor traffic; as
well as the fixatiOn of routes, now undertaken by the Country Roads Board, and other bodi~s,
should also be controlled by the Minister of Transport.
It is further recommended that a Transport Board be created, and that such Board comprise
a full time independent chairman, and one representative of each of the following bodies:-

The
The
The
The
The

Victorian Railways Commissioners,
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board,
Country Roads Board,
Melbourne Harbour Trust, and
commercial and private motor owners.

The members of the Board should be appointed by the Governor in Council, and should
meet as required. Provision should be made for a quorum of three.
secretary to assist the
Board should also be appointed by the Governor in Council.
The Board should regard transport as an economic unit, and its function should be to
investigate (and if necessary, take evidence), and report to, and advise the Minister on such ma~ers
relating to transport, and the co-ordination of transport, as it may think fit, or as may be referred
to it by the Minister, and in particular;:(a) The economic ad vantages of the various forms of passenger and goods transport ;
(b) The elimination and prevention of wasteful competitive services;
(c) The most advantageous routing of traffic, including new or altered routes;
(d) Competitive fares, fees relating to registration, licences to hire, and parking, &c.
It is felt, however, that the proposed Board should not usurp or invade any of the functions
of any body charged with the management and control of a utility unless, in the interest of
co-ordination the Minister so orders.

Your Commissioners suggest that consequent on the creation of a Transport Board, section
12 of the Motor Omnibus Act 1924, providing for the appointment of a Bus Advisory Committee,
be repealed.
The Railways Standing Committee should continue to function as at present.

Reference 6-Whether the carr~age of passengers, goods, and live stock has been

ejficiera.

After hearing the evidence tendered by many witnesses of various instrumentalities, your
Commissioners are of opinion that the carriage of passengers, goods, and live stock has generally
been efficient.
Several instances of delay in the transport of goods and live stock were brought under notice
during the course of the inquiry, but having regard to the volume of traffic handled it is considered
that the nature of the delays is not such as to justify any adverse criticism by your Commissioners.
'
·
Investigations disclosed that Departmental
officers were doing their best to rectify
grievances and to give satisfaction to railway users generally.

••
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Reference 7--Whether sujjicient suitable empty trucks are available, and have
been, promptly supplied on requisition of users.

Your Commissioners regret having to express the opinion that there has not been a
sufficient supply of small-tonnage wagons to meet the requirements of consignors, and in many
instances the delays have been serious to :primary producers. When it was found that there was a
shortage of 11-ton wagons, and a surplus of 16-ton wagons, the latter should have been provided
If this course had been followed it would have
and the minimum of the 11-ton wagon applied.
reduced the average percentage of truck load to capacity, but many complaints would have been
obviated, whilst the shunting of 11-ton wagons and their despatch by special train would have
been a voided.
It has been given in evidence that empty 16-ton trucks have been standing at stations,
and sidings, and consignors who ordered 11-ton trucks have not been permitted, except on payment
of the minimum charge applicable to 16-ton trucks, to load them, necessitating the Department
hauling these wagons away empty, and supplying 11-ton trucks to replace them. This is not
economy, but quite the reverse, and it is surprising that no 9;0tion was taken to overcome the
difficulty.

The practice generally adopted by other administrations is that when there is a 8hortage
of any particular class of truck ordered, the management authorizes trucks of larger carrying
capacity to be used at the lower minimum.
The responsibility for exercising this authority rests
on the station-master who endorses the invoice: "Loaded for Department's (or Company's),
convenience."
No evidence has been tendered to indicate any shortage of other classes of trucks.

Reference 8-Whether railway lands not already used for railway purposes have
lieen, properly utilized.

Although it is recognized that it would be injudicious to let for long periods any railway
lands which may, within the next few years, be required by the Department in connexion with
the expansion of its activities, your Commissioners have come to the conclusion that at present
there is not sufficient publicity given by the Department to the existence of land available for
leasing, and that full use is not being made of the services of station-masters, and other officers,
in seeking tenants for vacant land.
More complete records of vacant sites should be kept in the Estate Office, and at the various
station-masters' offices throughout the State, so that prospective lessees may be readily furnished
with any information they desire.
There are many sites in the city and suburbs, as well as suitable areas of land in the country
districts, which could be made available for leasing, and greater effort,.<; should be made in advertising sites and in other ways endeavouring to secure tenants~
It is further suggested that greater use should be made of the spaces available at Spencerstreet, Flinders-street, and other stations for trading purposes, such as flower-stalls, exhibition of
show cases, &c.
-

Your Commissioners desire to draw special attention to the position in regard to railway
land in Spencer-street, opposite Lonsdale-street. In 1924, the Railways Standing Committee
inquired into the proposal to erect an amalgamated Way and Works Branch Workshops at Spotswood, and in their report of the 3rd November, 1924, in which they recommended that the ironwork
shop be moved from Spencer-street to Spotswood, the Committee stated :" The land freed at Spencer-street will not be required for railway purposes in
connexion with the extension of Spencer-street station, and it is estimated that after the
buildings are sold for removal the land there, which has a frontage of about 600 feet to
Spencer-street, by a depth of 200 feet~ can be leased for £6,000 per annum."
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Although the ironworks shop staff was transferred from Spencer-street over twelve months
ago, up to the present the n"partment has taken no action to lease the property. This land is
undoubtedly of greater leasing value now than it was in 1924, and your Commissioners consider
that the leasing of it represents a substantial source of reven~e, of which advantage should be
taken as early as possible.
It is also recommended that one or more officers of the Estate Office be set aside specially
to concentrate upon the securing of tenants for unused railway lands and unoccupied spaces.

Reference 9-Whether any, and, if so, what provision should be made for depreciation
in Railway assets.

DEPRECIATION.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that if the excess value of assets be eliminated from
the Railways balance-sheet, as elsewhere recommended, the Commissioners should in future charge
to Working Expenses annually, irrespective of the result of the year's transactions, an adequate
sum for depreciation by wear and tear and obsolescence of assets.
It is considered that at present a reasonable rate of depreciation would be 1! per cent. per
annum on the cost (as reduced by the amounts to be specially written off as at 30th June, 1928,
as proposed) of Way, Works, Buildings, Equipment and Rolling Stock.

In consequence of scientific progress and possible substantial changes in practice, it vyill
·probably be necessary to review this rate from time to time.
The depreciation provided should, each year, in the opinion of your Commissioners, be
debited to Working Account, allocated over the various assets to which it relates, and credited to
the respective asset accounts.

Reference lO(a)-Whether there has been economical management
andjor purchase of and/or installation of plant and material.

~n

the manufacture

MANUFACTURE OF PLANT AND MATERIAL.
The evidence relating to the manufacture of material was somewhat meagre and unsatisfactory, but the impression gained was that full economical use is not being made of the departmental
workshops. If the workshops cannot compete favourably with outside manufacturers, it would
appear that either the quantity required is not sufficient to make manufacture by the Department
economical or that the management itself is at fault.
Certain established lines are manufactured in the different workshops, particularly those
definitely of a railway character, and it was stated that the results are satisfactory. Other lines
are purchased by the Stores Branch, either~ tofreplenish depleted stocks or to satisfy requisitions
~
for material not held in stock.
The practice is to invite tenders by advertisement, from Australian, and if necessary,
overseas manufacturers, or where the number of manufacturers is small, to communicate direct
on the subject.
Immediately after the closing of tenders the forms are examined and the rates, carriage,
potential life of material, &c., taken into consideration; preference being given to Australian,
British and Foreign goods, in that order.
The value of materials and supplies purchased during the year 1926-27 amounted'"Tto
£3,379,546 and of this amount £588,094 was spent on importations from England, America and
foreign countries.
·
·
The schedule of Stores Contracts for the period 1927-29 discloses that over 5,000 items
are on purchase by the Department from various contractors.
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Many of these items could be manufactured in the departmental shops. '\\"'hen questioned
as to why supplies were secured from outside firms, the Comptroller of Stores said that the shops
were invited to tender but no preference was given ; on the other hand the Workshops Manager,
Ne-wport, stated that he did not submit tenders unless so instructed by the head of his branch,
which was very infrequently.
It was complained in evidence that sufficient use is not made of the machineryinstalled
in the departmental- shops, and that probably the high and excessive overhead charges caused
their disuse.
A list of 51 machines at Newport that are in use for less than 50 per cent. of their time was
submitted by the Department. The partial use only of machines no doubt inflates the overhead
charges, and the increased overhead charges have, of course, a reflex action and tend to lessen
the use of the machines owing to unsuccessful tendering.
As the Department is equipped to manufacture most of its own requirements, close
attention should be given to the question of putting the existing plant to a more effective use.

.

'

IMPORTATIONS OF ROLLING-STOCK.
PULLMAN SLEEPING OARS.

At the end of 1926, by arrangement between the Victorian Railways Commissioners and
the South Australian Commissioner, the latter ordered two Pullman Sleeping Oars from America
for use on the Melbourne-Adelaide service, the landed cost of each car being £19,378. Section 91
of the Railways Act provides that the Commissioners shall not enter into any contract for the
supply either directly or indirectly from places outside Victoria of materials, engines or any other
matter without the sanction of the Governor in Council, while section 92 provides that contracts
entered into by the Commissioners the consideration of which exceeds £5,000 shall not have any
force or effect unless sanctioned by the Governor in Council.
In connexion with the purchase of the Pullman Oars, the Victorian Commissioners did
not seek or obtain the approval of the Governor in Council under section 91, or section 92. It
was considered that no Order in Council was required, as no formal contract for the purchase of
the cars was made by the Victorian Commissioners (the contract with the Pullman Company
being made by the South Australian Commissioner) and that the stock was not for the Victorian
Raihyays, but for joint use between Victoria and South Australia; and further, that since car
construction work was first undertaken at Newport, cars for the joint service with South Australia
had always been built either at Newport or Islington \Vorkshops, South Australia, and that an
Order in Council had never been considered necessary under the sections referred to.
The weight of each of the Pullman cars is 75 tons 10 cwt., as against the weight of wooden
sleeping cars used in the same service of approximately 40 tons. This additional weight has
frequently necessitated the provision of an additional engine on the Adelaide line. Even where
the additional
is not involved the cost of hauling the Pullman car is 7. 29d. per mile as
against 4. 495d. for the wooden car, an increase of 2. 795d. or 62.18 per cent. on the cost of hauling
the wooden car.
Your Commissioners are strongly of opinion that the purchase of these Pullman cars at
such a cost was not warranted. ~1\"'hile it may be desirable to introduce steel in place of wooden
cars, it is considered that there was no necessity in this case to import a pattern car from America,
for it must be recognized that if the Department can build at Newport a steel dining car, as well
as practically the whole of its other rolling-stock, including the latest engines, it should be able,
with the assistance of the voluminous literature from other parts of the world available on the
matter; to build steel sleeping cars here.
Apart from the question of safety from telescoping or fire in the event of accident, the
Pullman car does not appear to possess any substantial advantages over the wooden cars already
in use ; indeed in many respects the arrangements in the Pullman are less convenient and
comfortable for passengers than those in the {)ld cars ; the absence of a lounge in the Pullman is
particularly noticeable when berths are being made up or broken down.
It is further considered that whether purchases are for joint account or not, and whether
the formal contract with the supplying company is nominally made by the Victorian or South
Australian Department, the provisions of section 91 and 92 of the Act should, so long as they
.
remain law, be strictly observed by the Commissioners.
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FoRTY-TON HoPPER TRucKs.

In 1925 the Commissioners imported from America ten 40-ton hopper wagons for coal
traffic at a total cost of £13,140. These trucks were constructed with an angle of slope of 30 degrees,
and upon receipt were found to be unsuitable for Victorian coal, as they would not automatically
discharge, and also because the cubical capacity was insufficient to carry the nominal wagon
load. They have.therefore been altered and are used for the carriage of ballast, for which purpose
it is stated they are quite satisfactory.
If these wagons had been built with a sufficient slope to permit of the coal being discharged
automatically, it would have been possible to utilize them for ballast as well as coal.

The Department previously built its own hopper wagons for coal traffic, the angle of slope
adopted in these vehicles being 45 degrees. It is admitted that when ordering the 40-ton hoppers
from America an error was made in not seeing that the angle was such as to make the trucks
suitable for their intended purpose.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that it·· was unnecessary and uneconomical for the
Commissioners to import these trucks from America as samples, and that, with the assistance
of literature from other parts of the world, suitable 40-ton hoppers could have been designed and
constructed here.

UNECONOMICAL PURCHASES OF PLANT.
NEWPORT PowER-HOUSE.

Allegations which were made regarding maladministration and uneconomical purchases
of plant and material at the Newport Power-house were the subject of investigation by your
Commissioners, and are dealt with under their respective headings as follow:Automatic Coal-weighing Machines.
From investigations made it would appear that two coal-weighing machines were purchased
at a cost of £178 and were never installed.
It was explained by the Chief Electrical Engineer that at the time the weighing machines
were ordered the Department had not had experience with the Bailey Meter system, which system
proved so satisfactory that the use of weighing machines could be obviated It is difficult to
reconcile this explanation with the fact that the installation of the first of twelve Bailey
meters was completed in March, 1923, and the last of them early in September, 1923, whereas the
weighing machines were not ordered until February, 1924, and were not delivered until more than
twelve months later.
Circ'ulating Pumps.
It would appear that by an error in the Head Office two pumps were ordered with diffusion
rings and saucers. The diffusion rings and saucers, which cost £230 in all, were not required at
the time, and probably will not be required for two years.

Worthington Pump.
Contradictory evidence was given bythe engineers as to the purpose for which this pump,
valued at £25, was ordered. The impression left in the minds of your Commissioners is that the
pump was ordered for a certain purpose, for which it was found to be unsuitable.
Cinder Vane Extractor Fan.
This fan, with the necessary flue, cost £2,690, and not £8,000 as alleged. The fan was
delivered at N'ewport in November, 1923, and has not been installed, lack of opportunity to lay
off boilers being given as the reason.
The Chief Electrical Engineer went/abroad in 1925, and whilst away ascertained that more
efficient means of extracting grit were in process of development.
The fan, not being marketable, is valued as scrap at £32 lls. 6d.
In connexion with this matter your Commissioners are of opinion that an opportunity
could and should have been found to lay o:fi boilers and to instal this fan soon after its arrival
and before it was discovered that more modern appliances were being developed.

·~
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SummatimL Meters, Turbo-generator Governor, Bailey 211eters, Trap Doors for Condensers,
De-aeration Plant, and Boiler Inspection.
The explanations given by officers of the Department in regard to these items are considered
by your Commissioners to be satisfactory.
Conclu.siom.
Reviewing the purchases of plant and equipment -vvhich were the subject of the allegations
£2,893, was purchased
·referred to above, your Commissioners consider that plant, costing in
and found to be unsuitable for the purpose required, resulting a loss to the Department, while
£230 was spent prematurely as a result error.
GENERAL.

Boosters.
It was alleged in evidence
seven trucks containing boosters had been standing in the
Newport Shops Yard for several months.
.
Inquiries disclosed that eleven boosters were imported from America towards the end of
1927 at a total cost of £19,602 ; that contrary to the usual practice they were charged out from
the Stores Suspense Account early in the year and that since then they have been lying at
Newi?ort.
·
The Department admits the error of purchasing too early and the consequent loss of
interest, but intends to use the boosters in connexion with the construction of eleven " " class
engines, three of which are expected to be completed by the end of 1928, and the remainder by
the 30th June, 1929.
.
Bolts and Nuts.
On 11th September, 1925, 298 cwt. of new bolts and nuts were purchased at a cost of £566,
in anticipation of 350 20-ton" I" Trucks (the construction of which was then undet consideration)
being fitted with wooden floors. Consequent on the decision of the Railway Commissioners to fit
the trucks with steel floors this material was left in stock.
During 1927-28 use was found for
228 c,vt., valued at £433, are still stock.

cwt. of these bolts and nuts, but the balance of

Reservoirs for .Electric Motor Coaches.
Nine Main Reservoirs of Australian manufacture were purchased for electric motor coaches
in July, 1925, at a cost of £189. These reservoirs were purchased as portion of the equipment of
cars which it was then proposed to construct. Some of these cars, however, were not built, with
the result that the reservoirs were not absorbed. It iB understood that these reservoirs j;\rill
probably be required within three ye~rs. ·
Asbestos Gaskets.
Ten thousand new asbestos gaskets of Canadian manufacture were purchased in Ma:tch,
1925, at a cost of £70 12s. 10d. These were purchased for experimental purposes with a view of
overcoming the trouble with existing gaskets, but after using a few they proved unsuitable, and
the balance were sold on 6th June, 1928, at 1s. per gross, realizing £3 9s. 5d.
. It was st~ted that this quantity of gaskets ordered would equip approximately seven
btnlers for a per1od of twelve months.
Wool Waste.
Eleven tons of new wool waste were purchased in December, 1925, at a cost of £590 6s. 8d.
This wool waste was ordered for the insulation of refrigerator cars which it was then proposed to
build, but the programme of construction was not carried out, and there was no other railway
use for it. The material was advertised for sale on several occasions, but the prices offered were
considered unsatisfactory.
Conclusions.
Your Commissioners consider that the quantity of gaskets ordered was far too large, having
regard to the fact that the material was required for experimental purposes only ; that the purchases
in the several other cases cited should not have been made until the material was actually required;
and that a closer check on such expenditure is necessary.

.
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INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATIC SIGNALLING ON GEELONG LINE.
With the growth of increased services, the density of traffic on the Geelong line caused the
Comrnissioners to seek some means of providing relief and it was decided that a signalling system,
knuvm as the Absolute Permissive Block, should be installed. This system allows following trains
to proceed, subject to control by automatic signals, with the same facilities as on double lines ;
opposing trains are also controlled and protected by this system. To further facilitate traffic, two
crossing loops were put in, one between Newport and Laverton, the other between Laverton and
Werribee, thus means were afforded for crossing trains between stations.
In order to properly divide the section between Laverton and Werribee, the crossing loop
had to be located at the foot of an incline. Several goods trains leaving the loop have stalled on
the bank, and to overcome this disability down trains are now required to be given a through run,
thus causing delay to train movements.
This system, in principle, has merit, and is being operated in many railway services, but there
is room for doubt as ~o whether it should have been installed on the Newport-Geelong line.
It was all.eged in evidence that mistakes had been made in the carrying out of the work.
These charges were investigated, but the only mistake admitted by the Department was that 278
high tension poles erected in a wrong position had to be·removed andre-erected some 30 feet from
the rails, the relocation of these poles costing £278. The mistake occurred through the Engineer
in charge of the work being over-cautious. In a desire to prevent induction from the high tension
ll.ne unduly interfering with telephone and telegraph lines, the poles were first erected in a position
that would be too near the rails if the railway tracks were duplicated.
·

Apart from this error, however, the cost of equipment appears to have been very heavy.
In a statement furnished by the Department, the estimated cost was set down as £67,951,
while a later statement set out the estimated cost on completion as £79,576.
An examination of the train diagramsfor that line for the week ending 20th October, 1928,
. discloses that twelve crossings were made at the Rock loop between Newport and .Laverton or
two per twenty-four hours, and only four crossings during the whole week at the Drome loop.
A further analysis discloses that the delays to trains attributable solely to crossing amounted
to an average of approximately eight hours per day.
·
The Department estimates the cost of train standing-time at 30s. per hour; therefore, it
would appear that despite the improved facilities a loss"of approximately £12 per day or £3,756
per annum is being incurred.
The mileage of the various sections for safe-working purposes prior to the installation of
the Absolute Permissive Block system was as follows :--.:.
Miles.

Newport .Tunction-Laverton
Laverton-Werribee
Werribee-Manor ..
Manor-Little River
Little River-Lara ..
Lara-Corio
Corio-North Geelong

5!
6£
5

4!
6!
4

3

These figures show that with double lines of track, the distances between stations would
provide well-balanced sections for double line block working, also that despite the new Absolute
Permissive Block system, and the provision of crossing loops between Newport-Laverton
and ~averton-Werribee, a considerable amount of standing time must necessarily be incurred.
In view of the heavy expenditure involved in equipping this line with the Absolute
Permissive Block system and its disadvantages compared with double lines of track, and also
having regard to the growth of Geelong, your Commissioners feel that the question of duplicating
the line should have been investigated by the Railways Standing Committee before the expense
of the Absolute Permissive Block system was incurred.
The rea~ on given by the Chairman of Commissioners for this matter not being referred to the
Railways Standing Committee was that the work did not come within the scope of investigation
by that Committee.
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INSTALLATION OF CART WEIGHBRIDGE AT ARDEN-STREET.
It was alleged
evidence that ~s a result
the collapse of the 10-ton cart weighbridge
at the Arden-street wood siding in Se:ptember,
a new 10-ton weighbridge was installed1 ·
and that after being in use for about e~ghteen months it was replaced by a weighbridge of 20-ton
capacity, although at the time the mip:tber
loads weighed and the revenue received at that
weigh bridge were declining.
Inquiries into the matter disclqses that a new 10-ton weighbridge was not installed in
place of the one which was damaged, as was stated, but that the damaged weighbridge was
reconditioned and painted, giving it the appearance of a new weighbridge.

It is admitted, however, that in a~cordancewith the policy of installing heavier weigh bridges
at certain places, a new standard 20-tOn cart weighbridge, costing £567, was substituted for the
reconditioned 10-ton weighbridge in Fkbruary, 1927, notwithstanding the fact that the number
of loads weighed for the public had fJllen from 24,645 in 1921 to 14,170 in 1926, and that the
revenue had declined from £428 to £296 over the same period.
I

In the circumstances, your Commissioners consider that as the old weighbridge had been
reconditioned only
two years e~rlier and, according to the statement of the weigher, was
quite capable of carrying the traffic off~ring at the time,
was no justification for incurring an
expenditure of £567 on a new weighbri~ge.

BRAKE HOSE PIJPES.
Evidence was given by the Cha!innan of Railways Commissioners that rubber hose pipes
of Australian manufacture for Westinghouse brake couplings had proved unsatisfactory and did
not have the life of the imported artic+e, and that th~efore, although the latter was more costly
to purchase, it was cheaper because oflits better and longer service.
\Vhen interviewing New Sou ph Wales railway officers in Sydney recently, your
Commissioners related the Victorian experience in regard to the locally-made article, and surprise
was expressed at such results; as the New South Wales exp~rience of Australian-made hose pipes
used for a similar purpose in that State had been entirely satisfactory.
Your Commissioners do not se~ the justification for the importation of brake hose pipes,
and are pleased to note that the Victqrian Railways Commissioners have now recommended the
acceptance of the tenders of two Austrhlian
firms for the supply of this material.
I

Reference 10 (b)-Whether rthere has been economical management in the construction
of buildings, bridges, [plaifm-ms, and sidings.
I

i
i

Evidence adduced at the inquiry shows that in many instances original estimates of
expenditure in the VI!ay and \Vorks Branch have subsequently been increased, the actual
expenditure amounting to considerably more than the first estimate. It is considered that this
fact indicates that either due economy is not exercised in the actual carrying out of the work, or
that carelessness is displayed in the pr~paration of the plan and estimate; further, that approval
for expenditure is given on estimates, which approval might be withheld if the actual cost to
be incurred were ·known. " ·
i
In some cases the reason for th~' expenditure exceeding the estimate is the extension of the
work after commencement. Such extensions should be strictly limited, because if the money
first appropriated is spent on a struct1.:1re in such a way that the structure is incomplete without
further expenditure, it is practically impossible to escape from the granting of additional moneys
to complete the work.
.
.
i

Your Commissioners are o£ opirtion that greater efforts should be made to ensure a closer
approximation between estimates and [costs.
·
'

I

I
.
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Reference 10 (c) (i)-Whether there has been economical management in the adoption of
heavier locorMtives, with the consequent expenditttre on the permanent way.

In order to meet modern transport requirements, and to reduce running costs, railway
managements in almost every country are making provision for larger and more powerful
locomotives.
It is quite apparent that if one locomotive could haul a train which previously required
the services of two engines, a direct saving could be made in the engine crew 'whilst substantial
economies could also be effected in engine preparation, coal, and other materials.
You;r Commissioners, therefore, strongl:}r support the Railways Commissioners in the
constructing of engines of greater tractive power than those at present in use.
The New South Wales Railways Department, at the present time, is building a number of
goods engines with a much greater tractive power than any locomotive which has been built, or
which it is proposed to build in this State, whilst the adoption of larger engines in South Australia
has enabled trains to be hauled by one locomotive between Adelaide and Murray Bridge instead
of double heading, whicli was necessary formerly.
Your Commissioners are quite satisfied that, consequent on the introduction of larger
engines in Victoria, it was necessary to strengthen the permanent way and bridges.

Reference 10 (c) (ii)-Whether there has. been eoonomical management in the adoption
of trucks of large capacity.

FOUR-WHEEL OPEN GOODS WAGONS.
The question of the most suitable truck""for use on the Victorian Railways has had the
serious consideration of your Commissioners, and evidence has been tendered by nearly every
class of user in the State.
Regarding the position strictly from a railway manager's point of view, there is no doubt
that a larger wagon is more economical than a small one. The larger the wagon the less siding
room is required, while shunting movements, flange friction and windage are reduced. Moreover,
a train composed of large wagon? is much more easily handled than one made up of a greater number
of vehicles of small carrying capacity. The large wagon, however, is economical only when the
traffic offering is such that it would be reasonably filled.
In this State there is a genuine demand for a truck with a small carrying capacity for the
transport of such commodities as potatoes, onions, flour, chaff, hay, straw, firewood, briquettes,
mallee ·roots, &c., and the evidence that has been adduced at this inquiry leaves no doubt in the
minds of your Commissioners that a proportion of the stock must be of not more than 16-ton
capacity with the minimum tonnage charge now prescribed for an 11-ton truck.
A perusal of the report of the Departmental Operating Improvement Committee dated
12th April, 1!126, a copy of which was furnished to your Commissioners, disclosed that the following
trucks were then in existence :-NatUl'e of Underfmm.es.
Tonnage Capacity.

[

··~-~··~-·~·--,-------··~·~·------,--·--~-~--

Steel,

Wood.

Total Number.

Composite.

!

8
10}
11
12
15
16

13

2

974

2,367

15
2,776

101

101
2

8,412

6,117
2

i

• •

. •

8,412

--------·---------------------------1-----------~-----------

Total

9,502

i

2,369

2,776

14,647

i
---~--~~~~··--~---~~~-------~~-----·--·--·~-·---·--~------~·--

In addition, 350 20-ton trucks were in course of constru,ction.
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The Operating improvement Committee recommended the construction of 500 40-ton
trucks to replace 1,800 of the 11-ton wagons.
For the twelve months ended June, 1926, it was anticipated that 300 11-ton trucks would
be scrapped, and during the eighteen months ended December, 1927, a further 450 11-ton
" I " trucks were to be scrapped.
The scrapping of trucks of less than 16-ton capacity still continues, but in accordance with
an assurance given some time ago that not less than 6,036 trucks of 11-ton capacity would be
provided for the convenience of the users of small trucks, a supply to that extent is being kept
in existence by the writing down of 16-ton trucks and marking them with the letter " A ". This
truck is then used as either an 11-ton or 16-ton truck.
The evidence, however, clearly indicates that this number is insufficient to meet demands.
Giving evidence on the subject, the Manager of the Grain Department of the Victorian
Producers' Co-operative Society stated that of 729 trucks of oats received over a given period,
only 37.1 per cent. were loaded to full capacity. More than half of the trucks were of 11-ton
capacity. It was also stated that due to the freight weight minima imposed, £246 had to be paid
in respect of tonnage not actually hauled.
·
Further figures were supplied with regard to potatoes and onions to indicate the preference
for 11-ton trucks, and t6 what extent 11-ton and 16-ton trucks could be loaded up to the freight
weight minima.
Of 416,160 bags of potatoes 49.57 per cent. was carried in 11-ton trucks, and of 53,892
bags of onions, 63.5 per cent. was carried in that capacity truck.
Excess freight was paid also on these 'consignments to the following extent:-~----~-----·--~-------------

Commodity.

Class of Truck.

11-tons
16-tons
11-tons
16-tons

Potatoes

" ..
Onions
"

IINo. of Trucks Received.

I

No. of Trucks not
fully loaded.

I loaded
Pe;rcentage not fully
on which excess

753
564
129
41

48·92
53·81
41·74
32·28

1,539
1,048
309

127

:

freight was paid.

Similar evidence was given by various bodies interested in the transport of primary products,
firewood, timber, &c.
This large percentage of small~capacity trucks not..fully loaded, and on which excess" weight
minimum" charges were imposed, indicates very clearly that consideration must be shown to
the small producer and that he should not be penalized by the introduction of larger trucks with
increased minimuril charges.
Tonnage minima for the purpose of freight charges have an importa~t bearing on the use
of large capacity trucks and this factor naturally affects the attitude of truck users more than any
other question.
The truck load minima for freight purposes imposed by the Victorian and New South Wales
Railways vary, but taking the 16-ton truck which is common to both services, the following examples
indicate that a greater tonnage is expected of railway users in Victoria.
Weight Minima for Freight Purposes.
Commodity.

Victoria.

Tons cwt.

Artificial Manures
Bran
Chaff
Flour
Hay
Potatoes
Pollard
Oats

15
14
8
15
7
15
14
15

4
5
10
4
0
4
5
4

i

I

New South Wales.

Tons cwt.

8
10
8
13
6
14
10
14

0
0
0
0
5
0
0
5

so
. It was promised by the Victorian Railways Commissioners in evidence that they would
impose only the same truck minima charges for the new 25-ton truck as are now made for the 16-ton
truck, also that the charges now imposed in respect of truck load minimum for 16-ton trucks would
be made more favorable to the railway user trading certain primary products.
The number of four-wheeled open goods wagons in New South Wales is as follows:Tonnage Capacity.

No. of Trucks.

12 tons
16
"
20 ,
24 ,
25

1,944
11,298
22
1,148
269

"

It was stated that the standard truck for future construction
South Wales is that
of 25-tons capacity, but up to the present only a small number has been built.

The New South 'Wales 20-ton and 24-ton trucks are fitted with false bottoms and hoppers,
and are used largely for coal or grain in bulk, and at other times for genera,! goods. In view of the
small number of large capacity trucks and the more favorable weight minima for freight purposes
it is quite conceivable that there is little, if any, cause for complaint that State.
·
The weight of tare to tonnage capacity enters largely into the consideration of truck
programmes and in that conne:x:ion it has been ascertained that the following applies to Victorian
t.rucks, used for general goods :Tonnage Capacity.

Percentage of 'l'are
to Capacity.

Tare Weight.

- - - - -..· - - - - - - - - - - ·

- - - -..- - .

---~

..- -..- - -

Tons. cwt.

11-ton
16-ton
25-ton
40-ton

"
"
"
"

I"
I "
I "
E"

These figures show
heavy commodities.

that,.._the.~25-ton

7
8
9
18

truck is

0
3
13
8

a.~.verYc,,suitable

63·6
50·9
38·6

46·0

vehicle for wheat and other

Your Commissioners have inspected one of the earliest of the 25-ton trucks issued from
Ne\vport and append to this report photographic reprints of this truck loaded with wheat ;.and
oats respectively.
The estimated c Jst of constructing a 25-ton wagon was £530 but it is now understood that
the actual cost will b J approximately £475, as compared with £425, the cost of a 16-ton truck;
t,he estimated tare of the 25-ton truckhas also been reduced by one ton.
Credit should be given to the Railways Commissioners and their officers for these results,
which undoubted] y strengthen the ground for recommending the building of 25-ton trucks.
In a book written by Travis, Lamb, and Jenkilison, entitled Practical Railway Working,
it is stated :" The merchandise of this country {England) is of so retail a character that it is
practically impossible to give high-capacity freight wagons full loads except between
a few particularly important centres, so we are constrained to agree 'W-ith Sir Charles
Owens, who, in his recent evidence before the Royal Commission on Railways, voiced
his belief in the present-day efficacy of the 12-ton wagon for general merchandise
traffic."
·
On the other hand, American railroad practice is definitely in the direction of large tonnage
bogie vehicles.
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England, with
short hauls and small consignments, requires a small truck, whilst for the
long hauls and bulk consignments America finds utility in a big truck. This indicates that local
conditions must be considered when determining truck standards, and in that connexion neither
country should be accepted as a criterion.
Two definite factors were therefore considered, viz., the tpnnage capacity and the tare of
vehicles, so essential from the point of view of the management ; and the ability to fully load such
trucks, which is of vital importance to the railway user.
After a careful investigation into the whole question of four-wheeled wagons for general
traffic, your Commissioners recommend :(a) That a suitable proportion of trucks, say, 60 per cent., be of not more than 16 tons
capacity.
(b) That of the foregoing, the present ratio of 11-ton trucks (including 16-ton trucks
written down to 11 tons) be maintained.
(c) That the balance be trucks of 25 tons capacity.
(d) That the freight weight minima for 25-ton trucks be not more than is now imposed
for 16-ton trucks.
(e) That authority be given district officers, such as the Depot Stationmasters, to permit
the use of large capacity trucks to meet orders for small capacity trucks vv'ithout
the imposition of the higher minimum charges in cases where such ::m :urangement
suits the Department's convenience.

BOGIE Ol:='EN GOODS WAGONS.
There are 406 26-ton bogie wagons of the " QR " type and eleven 20-ton bogie wagons of
the " R " type in use. These wagons are used mainly for rails, sleepers, and long timber. In
addition there are 202 40-ton open bogie trucks in service, but your Commissioners are not satisfied
that the 40-t(m trucks are bejng profitably utilized. A minimum charge as for 25 tons is imposed,
but in view of the tare weight, such minimum consignments of low grade freight are not profitable.
There is also difficulty in regard to demurrage charges. For the.first eight months of 1928
£160 lls. was taken to debit for demurrage on 40-ton" E " trucks ; of this sum £102 was waived,
the amount collected being £58 lls.
In addition, there we.re other trucks not discharged ,,r].thin the prescribed period on which
.
debit charges were not raised.
If consignees find difficulty in handling large consignments, such as are contained in 40-ton
trucks, within the prescribed time, then it is neither good for the user to have to pay demurrage
nor for the Department to so lose the use of its trucks.

There is also difficulty in placing these trucks in certain sidings and handling them on piers,
and for these reasons departmental instructions prohibit their being loaded to those locations.
A number of 40-ton open goods trucks were introduced by the Department some years
ago, but after experience were f~und unsuitable for traffic and converted into break-down vans.
In view of all the circumstances, your Commissioners recommend that no further 40-ton
bogie trucks be built until and unless the results from those at present in use prove the desirability
of an increase in the number.

Reference_ 10(d)~ lVhethet there has been economical rnanagefn&nt in the staffing of the
servwe.

Recommendations in regard to the stafll.ng of the service have been made in other sections
of this Report.

•
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Reference 11-Generally, what steps are desirable to improve the financial position and
efficiency of the Railways.

SEPARATION OF RAILWAY FINANCES FROM STATE BUDGET.
In various countries where national ~ailways are operated consideration has bee:u given to
the question of entirely separating these undertakings from the finances of the State so that they
may stand on their own footing as commercial' concerns, retaining their income,
being made
to earn sufficient net revenue after providing for their working expenses, to
full interest
charges, instead of relying on the State Treasury to provide the· funds whenever they show
a deficit on the year's operations.
In Switzerland, Italy, South Africa, and New Zealand the Railway finances are kept distinct
from the State finances.
The Committee appointed in 1921 to inquire into the administration and working of the
Indian Railways dealt exhaustiv;ely with the question of separation of Railway finance from the
General Budget, and in their report a copy of which was furnished to your Commissioners the
Committee stated:-.
"In time of bad harvests and bad trade receipts fall off. The Finance Member
is constrained to economize. He cannot reduce the Army or the civil services wholesale
at short notice. Nor can he refuse to pay Railway wages or to provide currently
consumable stores.
can and does curtail his appropriation to Railways for renewals
and betterment works. And he cuts down still more drastically expenditure on new
works and extensions, even though they may be in the process of execution.
The effect of this policy of inadequate allotments varying irregularly up and down
from year to year, would have been had enough in any case. But it is made worse
when, as not infrequently happens, the allotment is suddenly cut down· during the
currency of the year to which it relates, a~d .works in progress are suspended, staffs are
disbanded at a moment's notice, and materials are left lying on the ground for au
mdefinite period. An almost equally bad effect is produced when later on in the year,
the general financial position having unexpectedly improved, the Finance Member with
equal suddenness lifts his hand and thus encourages the Railways to spend more freely.
For then, in fear of the guHlotine of ' lapse ' which must descend on the 31st Mcl.rch
(that is the end of the financial year there), 'in eager haste the Railway officials start
to spend, ·with inadequate staff and hurriedly collected materials, the money unexpectedly
thrust upon them.' "
It was considered that the essence of reform was ·contained in two things, namely

" (1) The complete separation of the Railway Budget from the general Budget
of the country, and its reconstruction in a form which frees a great commercial business
from the trammels of a system which assumes that the concern goes out of business on
each 31st March and recommences de novo on the 1st April ; and (2) the emancipation
of the Railway management from the control of the Finance Department. The primary
function of any such Department is to reduce to a minimum expenditure, in order to
keep at the minimum the corresponding taxation. Its officials are not qualified either
by training or experience to judge the essentially commercial and technical questions
where and when the circumstances of a Railway undertaking justify bold expenditure
-.£large sums, having regard not merely to the actual conditions of the physical machine
at the moment, but to the prospects of development and the requirements of the
future."
The Committee thereupon recommended that the Finance Department should cease to
control the internal finance of the Railways; that the Railways should have a separate Budget
of their mrn, be responsible for earning and expending their own income, and for providing ,such
net revenue as is required to meet the interest on the debt incurred or to be incurred by the
Government for Railway purposes; and that the l{.ailway Budget should be presented to tbe
Legislative Assembly, not by the ]'inauce l\'lemher of Council, hut by the Member in charge of
Railways.
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The recommendations of the Committee were adopted, and the Railway Board on Indian
Railways reported in 1924-25 that :" The most notable event of the year was the a_cceptance by the Legislature of
the scheme for the separation of railway finance from the general finances of the
country. . . . The new procedure has already resulted in a definite improvement in
the railway outlook, and while the general revenues are now assured of a stable annual
return from railways, the Railway Board is enabled to carry out a continuous policy of
improvements based on the responsibility for obtaining a fixed dividend coupled with
an assurance of adequate funds for any operation which will secure such dividend. They
have the further security that surpluses will be available for railway purposes, and
particularly for building up reserves and a depreciation fund."
During the course of his evidence 1\'Ir. Norris, Auditor-General for Victoria, quoted from
an article written by Mr. C. W. Hurcomb, principal Assistant Secretary, Ministry of Transport,
England, on the subject of the separation of Railway finances in India, in which Mr. Hurcomb
stated:" The estimates of Railway expenditure are discussed with the Standing Finance
Committee for Railways prior to the discussion of the demands for grants. The contributions to general revenues being fixed,_ there is no longer the same necessity for
keeping the Budget secret, and it is introduced separately and in advance of the general
Budget by the Railway Member. One result of the change in procedure is that adequate
discussion is secured."
Mr. Norris added that Mr. Hurcomb had also stressed the success in all countries which
had adopted the reform of separating the Railways from other national finances.
When questioned on the matter l,y your Commissioners, Mr. Norris said:"I consider the Railways should not come into the State Budget any more than
the Electricity Commission. The financesof that Commission have been separated from
the State Budget, also the finances of the Harbour Trust and the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. They have to live on their own income and provide for
their own expenditure. In the case of the Railways, if the railway income is not
sufficient to meet the expenditure, the balance has to be made up out of the Consolidated
Revenue. I think in order to get success in any industry you must have the personal
interest touch and responsibility. At the present time the Railways Commissioners are
responsible for the transportation of passengers and goods. If their income is not
sufficient to meet the cost, the responsibility is upon the Consolidated Revenue to make
good the difference."
'
Sir Basil Blackett, Finance Member of the Indian Government, who was on a visit to
Melbourne during the course of the Inquiry, kindly consented to give evidence regarding the
finances of the Indian Railways. In the course of his statement, Sir Basil intimated that he
was in agreement with the recommendation of the Committee of Inquiry in India that the
finances of the railways should be separated from the general Budget and said that, in his opinion,
it was" one of the most important recommendations made by that body for placing the railways
of India on a sounder financial basis."
·
At the inception of the State Electric1ty Commisslo~ its income was paid into the Consolidated Revenue, and no portion of it could be spent without the sanction of Parliament. A
subsequent Act, however, set aside this provision, and authorized the Commission to retain its
revenue, and to expend the money as it thought best without first obtaining Parliamentary
approval for its annual estimates of expenditure.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, which provides for the transport of
more than half the residents of the metropolis, has full control over its income and expenditure
·without any intervention on the part of the Government or Parliament.· If it is right in principle
that the tramways, as a transport concern, should be placed in this position of independence, the
same policy should be ~:>ound so far as the railways are concerned.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that the finances of the Victorian Railways should be
separated from the General Budget of the State, and that it should be incumbent upon the
.
Commissioners to see that their expenditure does not exceed their revenue.
13733.-3
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. . The propoae~ separation o~ the finances of the Victorian Hallways \vould a.pply only to
rmsmg and expendmg the yev,rly mcome of the railwgys and not to the raising and expenditure
of loan moneys, whieh should be spec~fically authorized by Parlie,ment at the instance of the
Government, as is now done in the caf!e of all Loan Application Acts.
FICTITIOUS CAPITAL.
In evidence, the Chftirman of the Hailways Commissioners, Mr. Clapp, and the AuditorGeneral, Mr. Norris, both stated that the Victorian Hailways balance-sheet includes certain sums
in respect of assets which do not now exist, or have depreci~ted in value.
Your Commissioners have given this matter serious consideration, and have conferred with
the Commissioners and heads of branches on the subject.
At this late stage it is difficult, and in many instances impossible, to ascertain the original
cost of many of the assets appearing in the Hail ways balance-sheet. The Hailways Commissioners
hav~, however, made calculations and apportionments, with a view of ascertaining as nearly as
po::s1ble the correct allocation of the total balance-sheet values. Your Commissioners have checked
_ ~he basis of the Hailways Commissioners' working, and the principles of allocation, and have,
m addition, caref.u~ly considered the bases a~d ra~es of der:re?iation adopte~ by the Dep.artment,
and are of opm1on that as regards Way, Works, Bmldmgs and Eqmpment, Rolhng-stock
and Surveys for proposed Hailways, stated in the lntlance-sheet as at 30th June, 1928, at
£73,07 4,569 16.s. 3d., the following srtins should be \\rritten off :~
£
Item (1 )~Lines closed for traffic and surveys for lines not constructed
704,574
5,000,000
Item (2)-Holling-stock
Item {3)-Lines of ~Way, Bridges, Building?, Tracks and Equipment,
7,500,000
including vVay and vVorks Workshops
Item (4)-Signalling Equipment, Telegraph and Telephone Lines, Equip650,000
ment and \Vorks
454,000
Item (5)-Plant and Equipment of Suburban Electrified System
196,000
Item (6)--Electrical Equipment of Suburban Passenger Cars
Item (7)-:M:achinery, Plant and Equipment at \Vorkshops and Depots
392,000
(Rolling-stock and ~Jlectrical :BJngineering Braucher;)

.. £14,896,57 4

Total

With regard to Item (1), it is recommended that if any of the Surveys, the cost of "which
is written off, are subsequently used for lines constructed, the amount in question should then
be debited to the part1cular line, and added to the Railways liability.
Your Commissioners are also of opinion that the cost of future surveys which cannot at
the time be definitely allocated to lines, should be borne by the 'rreasury until and unless the
particular survey is subsequently used for line constmction, vvhen the cost should be debited to
lines and added to the Railways liability.
In connexion with Item (2), there appears on the liabilities side of the balance-sheet, Hollingstock Replacement Fund, £76)40 8s. 3d. As the recommendation for writing dmv'll the value
of rolling-stock will embrace the provision made ii1 this Fund, the Fund itself become& unnecessary.
The balance-sheet as at 30th June, 1928! shows :-£
Piers transferred to Harbour Trust, at cost
Less repaid to Capital Account

s. d.

279,830 0. 0
193,604 7 7

£86,225 12 5
The Commissioners have year by year written a round sum off this fictitious asset,
represented by the excess of the cost of the piers a~ ~ort JVIel~ou.rne and Williams~own over ~he
amounts received frcm the Harbour Trust. In add1t10n to th1s Item, a stm of £li),925 remams
upon the railways books in :respect of the Geelong pier tran~ferred to the Harbour Trust, this, too,
being the excess of the estimated cost over the amount received from the Harbour Trust.
.

Your Commissioners consider that these two stuns, totalling £102,151, in respect of
should be \vritten off.
In respect of the foregoing items of Lines, Plant, &c., and
suggested that a total sum of £16,536,000 be written off, as
Commissioners to write off £14,998,725, a decrease of £1,537,275.

the Hailways CowJnissioners
the proposal of your

The balance-sheet, as at 30th June, 1928, also includes as an asset the follmving :-Discount and floating charges on loans, less premiums

£
s. d.
.. 2,733,930 14 9

This sum represents the excess of discounts and floating chinges over premiums in connexion
with loans raised from
to time for railway purposes, including a number of loans which have
already matured, as well as many current loans. It has been ascertained from the Treasury that
the amounts included in the above sum of £2,733,930 14s. 9d. represented by the excess of discounts
and charges over premitmls on loans already expired plus the similar excess attributable to the
expired portion of loans still current at 30th June, 1928, is £1,572,138.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that this sum of £1,572,138 should also be written off.
It is further considered that in future the Railways Commissioners should write off annually
to Working Expenses the proper proportion of any discounts and
charges (less premiums)
on current ioans, so as to liquidate such discount and charges (less premiums) over the terms of
the respective loans.

Summarized, the sums which your Commissioners recommend should be written

are:--

£

\Vay, \Vorks, Buildings, Rolling-stock, Surveys, &c.
Piers
Discotmt on loans
Total

14,896,574
102,151
1,572,138
£16,570,863

On the other hand, the following item of non-interest.,hearing capital aupears on the liabilities
side of the balance-sheet :.l.

, Contribution from Revenue for Capital PurposesProceeds of Sale of State Lands
Accrued Interest on Loan Moneys expended
the reconstruction of
lines
Consolidated Revenue ..
Developmental Railways Account

£

s. d.

2,825,740 6 1
21,619 0 0
1,129,598 :3 1
79,971 10 3
£4,056,928 19 5

while, as already
tLe Holling-stock Replacement Fund, £76).£10. 8s. 3d., becomes
unnecessary. If the
values are reduced to a proper basis, your Commissioners consider that
these two items of non-interest-bearing capital, totalling £4,133,069, 'should also he eliminated
from the balance-sheet, leaving a net sum of £12,437,794, by which the railways liability should
be reduced.
.
It is the opinion of your Commissioners that the Railways Balance-Sheet should he re~
modelled by the elimination of t.he figures already mentioned, and that the net s1un by which
the Railways liabilities should be reduced, £12,437,794, should be transferred to the Treasury,
and the interest thereon as from t~:~t July, 1928, defrayed out of Consolidated Revenue.

RESERVE FUND.
Your Commissioners recommend that a Reserve Fund be built up by the Railways
Department to provide for losses in lean years. It is considered that £500,000 would provide a
sufiicien~ reserve for the purpose. For t,he accumulati?n of this sum the whole of the Railways
surplus m any year should be transferred to the credit of Ref!erve Fund, and a correE.ponding
amount of money invested by the Commissioners in Victorian Government securities until a

..
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maximum of £500,000 is reached, so that in the event of a deficit the securities, to the extent of
such deficit, may be ~ealized and utilized in the Railways business. Any sum withdrawn from the
Reserve Fund for this purpose should be restored by appropriation of subsequent surpluses.
Upon the Reserve Fund reaching £500,000, any further surpluses should be devoted to
.
reduction in freights and/or fares.
LOAN APPLICATION BILL.
Your Commissioners direct attention to the fact that the Railway Loan Application Bill is
not generally passed by Parliament until December in each year, althouah the authority for
expenditure on the various works included therein expires on the 31st Oct~ber following. This
means that (except in cases in which an advance is obtained from the Treasurer) until the Bill
has become law the Commissioners cannot proceed with the ordering of material for anv specific
work which it is intended to calTJ out. On matters involving the importation of materiaf'this may
result in much delay, due to the time necessarily taken in the invitation and acceptance _of tenders
and the ordering of material from abroad, and it may be March or April before the material arrives
and the work commenoes, tllus leaving only about six or seven months actual working time before
the expiration of the financial authority on the 31st October.
·
Although funds are provided until 31st October of each year; the Commissioners under
the existing system have a period of only ten months to work upon, owil;tg to the late passage of the
Bill, as the following table indicates :Year.

Railway Loan ApplicatiGO
Bill passed on

23rd December.
1924
24th
1925
"
23rd
1926
"
30th
1927
"
The effect of this is that during practically the whole of November and December no new
works can be authorized owing to no new money having been voted.
One harmful effect of this practice is that in some of the Branches men are liable to be
dismissed during this comparatively slack period, and various works cannot be carried out as
economically as they F.hould be. ·
·
Your Commissioners are of opinion that it would substantially improve both the financial
and industrial conditions within the Department if the twelve months' programme of work
submitted by the Commissioners in the Railway Loan Application Bill were to cover a period
commencing some time ahead. Thus supplies of material could be spread over the whole twelve
months and the orders placed on a larger and, therefore, more economical basis. Greater
uniformity and continuity of employment would also be secured to the advantage of both the
Department and the employees.
Your Commissioners, therefore, recommend that in future the Railway Loan Application
Bill should have currency for twelve months, commencing on the 1st January, and that it be passed
in the preceding August.
SUPERANNUATION I!'UND AND PENSIONS.
During the year ended 30th June, 1928, the RailwayE> Department paid £213,080 in pensions
and gratuities to officers who joined the service prior to 1881. In addltion, at 30th June, 1928,
the annual liability in re:F!pect of pensions and retiring allowances under the Superannuation
Scheme was £135,000. Of this liability of £135,000, £8,000 was in respect of" Twilighters" (men
who were not eligible for pensions under the old scheme, though it was considered they had an
equitable claim), while £25,000 was for free pensions to men who retired between 1st July, 1924,
and 1st January, 1926, the date upon which the Superannuation Scheme came into operation.
Deducting these free p_ensions from the total liability leav~s. a sum of £102,~00, in addi~io~. to
which the SuperannuatiOn Fund was at the date named proVIdmg £15,000, makmg a total habihty
for pensions and retiring allowances under the Fund, excluding " free " pensions, of £117,000.
The basis of the Scheme is that the Department and the men shall contribute equally, but
owing to the fact that at the inauguration of the Scheme many of the men were well advanced in
years, and that contributions from them during the remainder of their f\ervice would _be too heavy
if they were to contribute 50 per cent. of the total sum necessary to. provide for their
retirement, it was arranged that all men over the ase of 30 years were to contribute only a.t a rate
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applicable to men of 30. The result of this is that from the commencement of the Scheme, and
for some years to come, the Department will provide considerably more than its due proportion
of the total contributions to the Fund.
Pensions still being paid under the old scheme, payments by the Department to the
Superannuation Fund to provide fot "Twilighters" and men who retired in 1924-26, and the excess
over 50 per cent. of the current liability in respect of other pensions and retiring allowances, may
fairly be regarded as legacies of the past. . In other words, the fair charge to Working Expenses
at the present time is 50 per cent. of the total annual liability accruing for retiring allowances for
men still in the service; any excess over that sum is a burden placed on the Railways of to-day,
which should have been borne by the Railways in past years.
As with depreciation of assets not provided for in the past, so with this additional liability,
it is not reasonable to expect the Railways Management to obtain from the Railway users sufficient
profits to meet these arrears which do not, e\ther directly or indirectly, add to the earning power
of the Railways of to-day. Such arrearp should equitably be borne by the general ta::q>ayer.

As the total annual Superannuation liability at 30th June, 1928, other than for free pensions,
is £117,000, the fair charge to the Railways Working Expenses .is one-half of this, or £58,500.
Your Commissioners therefore recommend that as from the 1st July, 1928, the Railways
should be relieved of the total payments in respect of pensions under the old scheme, and
Superannuation over and above one-half the current year's total annual liability in respect of
Superannuation excluding free pensions.
RESULT OF FINANCIAL PROPOSALS.
The financial effect of various recommendations of your Commissioners are approximately
as follow :-(a) Saving in interest due to writing down assets, and consequent decrease

in Railways Loan liability
·
(b) Reduction in payment by the Railways Department of Pensions and
Superannuation

£
578,000
289,000
867,000

Less(c) Depreciation to be provided

Net saving to the Railways

727,000
140,000

As the average net deficit on the Railways over the past ten years .is £189,000, as against
the net annual saving to that Department of £140,000 indicated above, and as, in addition,
substantial replacements of obsolete and worn-out assets will (if depreciation be provided) be
charged to Capital instead of Revenue, there is, in the opinion of your Commissioners, no reason
why the Department, with the adoption of suggestions for economies made in this Report should
not pay its way, build up the suggested Reserve Fund, and eventually decrease freights and
fares.
RELIEVING THE R4ULWAYS OF INTEREST CHARGES.
Suggestions were put forward by the Honorable D. L. McNamara, M.L.C., Mr. H. Glowrey,
1\<I.L.A., and Mr. H. A. Pitt, Under-Treasurer, that the Victorian Railways should be relieved of
the interest charges payable on loans expended on railway construction and works, and that the
money required to pay those charges should be raised by a tax on the unimproved value of
privately-owned lands in the State or by some other form of direct taxation. The annual interest
cbarge totals £3,000,000 in round figmes, and as the gross income of the railways is £12,000.000,
the relieving of the railways of that charge would allow a reduction of about 25 per cent. to be made
in fares and rates. It was contended that land values all over the State had been increased by the
construction and operation of the railways, and consequently property in the metropolitan area,
as well as in country districts, should pay the interest charge instead of its being borne entirely
by the railway users.
·
In his evidence, Mr. Pitt contended that although the railways were apparently run at a
loss, they really resulted in a considerable economic gain to the community, because of the yearly
enhancement of land values; .that rural industry was unduly taxed because of the large interest
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bill which had to be met out of railway reve1me, and that those who reaped the benefit were the
land owners, including owners of town and city properties, which holdings constituted a large
proportion of the property values.
A tax of 3d. in the £on unimproved land values would yield about £3,000,000, and this,
it was suggested, could be gradually i
at the rate of !d. per year until the full amount became
operative. An advantage of this
ual imposition of the tax is that Parliament would have the
assurance that, if experience showed it did not have the anticipat,ed effect, there would be no
difficulty in reverting to the previous policy.

.
It was claimed that a tax on unimproved land values would not be a tax on industry; but
would stimulate industry, while the reduced freights and fares would encourage railway traffic
to sqch an extent that it would probably lead to further reductions.
Mr. Pitt considered that road competition was a menace to the railways because roa.d
users did not contribute to road construction to the same extent that railway users are required
to pay for railway constructioll· Relief from the payment of railway interest would place the two
forms of transport on an equality.
·
The Honorable D. L. McNamara and Mr. H. GlO\vrey both submitted figures to show that
.the proposal would afford relief to the rural population, particularly in the more distant parts of
the State where the suggested tax would be much less than the fares and freights now paid as a
·
~
contribution to the railway interest bill.

:JYir. H. Schweiger, Secretary of the Victorian Chamber of Agriculture, also strongly
the proposals.

-nn.""*·v1

Your Commissioners listened with interest to the suggestions which were put forward
as an effective way of enabling the finances of the railways to be placed on a sound footing, but
are of opinion that the issue is political in character, as it relates to the transference of a heavy
now borne by railway users to the owners of laud, and therefore refrain from making any
recommendation other than that relatina to the writing off of the capital liability referred to jn
another section of this Report, in respegt of cortain non-existent or depreciated assets.

NECESSITY FOR CLOSER SCRUTINY OF

PROPOSJ~D

EXPENDITURE.

It appears desirable to your Commissioners that investigations should be made by
Railways Standing Committee into proposed expenditure by the Commissioners on various items
not now regvxded as falling ·within the category of duties of that Comrnittee. The works carried
out at the JVIt. Buffalo Chalet, for instance, may be cited as an example of heavy expenditure
that should have been referred to
Committee for investigation and report to Parliament.
Another instance is that of
system of automatic signalling on the Melboume-Geelong line
which was installt"d, ·without any preliminary inquiry by the Railways Standing Committee, at a
cost of £79;576.

·with respect to expenditure on rolling-stock, &c., the position somewhat pem~liar, ina.smueh
a,s though the Railways St:mding Committee Act (No. 2717) provides in Section 21 that the
Committee shall report upon" all railway works" estimated to cost more than £20,000, each
annual Railway Loan Application Act specifies that the Railways Standing Committee shall
apply to only the "works and purposes speci.fied in Item 1." Item 1 is confined each year to
"Additions and Improvements to Way and \Vorks," and accordingly no inquiry is instituted in
reg::ud to the various amounts set out in "Item 2--Ro1ling-stock equipment, machinery, aud
other works, including motor
and cars." Under this general heading there were shown
last year various items involving new expenditure tot&lling £800,000, and including the prfnrision
of (a,) Locomotives; (b) Trucks;- (c) Ca,rriages and Vans; (d) Rolling Stock, equipment, machinery
.
and other works; (e) Truck covers; ([) Automatic coupling~ on rolling-stock.
It is difficult to understand why such an item as " Pro·vision of plant and equipment,
including motor vehicles, cars for repair gangs, &c." should be included in Item 1 (sub-item No.
of the Railway Loan Application Act, and, consequently, form a subject of inquiry if the cost
should exceed £20,000, "while the matters being listed in Item 2 are exempt from inve£tiga.tion.

In the opinion of your Commissioners, such matters as the expenditure at the Mount
Buffalo Chalet, and the installation of the automatic signalling system on the Geelong line, &c.,
should be referred to the Railways Standing Committee for inquiry and report.
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MEI.JBOURNFl GOODS SHEDS.
A return furnished by the Railways Commissioners sho'ved that the cost of handling goods
for despatch by ra.il from the Melbourne goods sheds(" A" Shed and No.5 Shed) for the month of
August, 1928, was 2s. 4~d. per ton, whilst according to figures submitted by Mr. C. J. Goode,
Goods Superintendent: New South Wales Railways, the cost of handling outwards goods at Darling
Harbour, based on a typical day in August last, is ls. 4td. per ton.
The outwards tonnage handled in "A" Shed and No. 5 Shed, Spencer-street, for the
year ended 30th June, 1928, totalled 272,021 tons, and taking the cost of 2s. 4!d. per ton in
this State as compared wjth the cost of ls. 4id. per ton in New South Wales (which was said
to represent the recognized average cost of handling outwards goods) it will be seen that an
expenditure of £13,601 was incurred over and above the cost for an equivalent tonnage in New
South 'Vales.
It is not suggested that this is attributable to any slackness on the part of the men
employed in the Melbourne goorts sheds, but that it is due entirely to the absence of up-to-date
facilities for the handling of the goods. The present practice in lVIelbourne is to receive goods,
dump them on the floor of the shed, and later pick them up and place them in the wagon in
which they are to be despatched. This system involves double handling, and there is no doubt
that this could be avoided and substantial savings effected if the sheds ~were converted so as
to enable goods to be loaded direct from the carrier's lorry to the truck, as is done at Darling
Har.bour, and it is the considered opinion of your Commissioners that fundEt should be made
available for this purpose.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM AT. MELBOURNE GOODS SHEDS.
Your Commissioners investigated the existing system of freight accounting at the Melbourne
Goods Sheds in June last, when two proposed systems were also submitted.
It is considered that the present system is very out of date, and involves a considerable
excess of staff, while the two proposed systems are also inadequate.
Since the visit of your Commissioners a further scheme has been suggested by an officer
of the Department which indicates a much more thorough investigation of the problem, and
provides for a reduction staff which would result in a saving far in excess of the interest on the
new machines required by the system.
Still further reform and greater savings, however, are pos!!ible, and it iH recomroended that
the Railways Commissioi\ers should further investigate the matter, and ]ntroduce a completely
new system (inc1uding machine accounting) as soon as practicable.
INSTALLATION O:H' COAL HAI\"DLING APPLIANCES.
It is deplorable to observe the amount of money which has been spent on elevated coal
stages in the past. The practice on these stages is for the coal to be unloaded from trucks on to
a platform several feet below the track and then shovelled into skips, wheeled, and tipped on
the tender of the .engine.
If provision had been made for chutes when these coal stages were erected, the second
handling of the coal would have been obviated·and engines could have been coaled in four to five
minutes at the most, which is only a fraction of the time now taken.
It has been ascertained from the New South vVales Railways that the actual average cost
of coaling operations for that system is 9. 9d. per ton, compared with ljlO .5d. per ton in Victoria.
The cost for each State was based on the coal handled for the month of June, 1928.
If the cost of issuing coal to locomotives in the Victorian Railways had been the same as
that of New South ·wales, the saving on the tonnage handled in this State for the year ended
~Oth June, 1928, would have amounted to approximately £23,000, from which, of course, has to
be deducted the interest on the excess of the value of the New South Wales coaling plant over
·
the Victorian plant.

It is the opinion of your Commissioners that provision should be, made for more expeditious
and less expensive systems of handling coal for locomotives.
Quite recently the Railways Department provided a mechanical coal-handling plant at
North Melbourne, which has considerably reduced the cost of coaling at that depot. This, however,
is a work that should have been taken in hand years ago, and the State thus sav€d a consideruble
sum of money, the amount of which your Commissioners are unable to even conjecture.
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In addition to the plant at North Melbourne, the Railways Department has erected at
Wodonga a comparatively small mechanical plant, capable of elevating 15 tons per hour. Seeing
that the coal consumption at that depot at the present time is approximately 35 ton~;> per week,
whilst other locomotive depots are loading up to 450 tons per week, it is obvious that this plant
cannot be profitably employed, and in the opinion of your Commissioners, should have been
erected at one of the depots where it could be fully utilized.
It will probably be contended that when the "S" class engines are running through from
Melbourne to Wodonga, larger quantities of coal will be loaded there, but, even then, the quantity
to be issued at that depot will not approach that required at certain other locations, and greater
economy would have.been a.chieved by providing mechanical plant first of all at the larger depots·

PERMANENT WAY ECONOJIIES.
GANG Mo'l'OR-TRoJ,LEYS FOR TRACK FoRCE.

Particulars were furnished by the Railways Commissioners showing what had been done
in connexion with the provision of motor-trolleys for the use of gangers and repairers, and outlining
what is proposed in that regard. It is intended by the Department to provide motor-trolleys
for 2,004 miles of track. This will mean a saving of 65 gangers and 64 repairers, the average
mileage per man being 4 m. 00 ch. 10 L as against 3m. 19 ch. 80 1. for lengths not supplied with
motors.
Your Commissioners recommend that an additional2,514 miles be motorized, and assuming
that a similar reduction can be made in this additional mileage, a sav-ing of a further 81 gangers
and 80 repairers will be effected. This reduction in staff would represent a gross saving of £40,000
per annum, but from this has to be deducted the interest on the cost of the motor-trolleys, depreciation, repairs, petrol, and oil, which would am~mnt to approximately £8,000 per annum, showing
a net saving of approximately~£32,ooo:per annum.
.
Departmental officers were opposed to extending the use of motor-trolleys except on lengths
where traffic is light ; their contention being that it would not be safe on other lines owing to heavy
traffic, sharp curves, &c. In regard to this assertion, your Commissioners are satisfied from
personal experience, or from inquiries, that with the provision of a portable telephone on each car,
there is little, if any, danger, and certainly no more risk than with the present hand-propelled
cars which are not equipped with telephones.
Before placing the motor-trolley on the track, each ganger would use his telephone to
ascertain from the station on each side if the line were clear. This is a very safe and effective
system of using trolleys, whether propelled by hand or power.
Gang motor-trolleys are used extensively in nearly all the States, and on the Commonwealth Railways. Mr. Bell, Commonwealth Commissioner, in his report for the year ended 30th
June, 1928, states
"Rail-motor section cars are now used in all maintenance gangs with the
exception of two located respectively at Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie .. These cars,
whilst more costly to purchase and maintain than the hand-section cars, have enabled
the length of line to be maintained per gang to be considerably increased. The cars
ensure much more rapid means of transport, and avoid heavy strain on the workmen
by saving hand propelling in a country where winds are prevalent and where in summer
the weather is very warm.
" The track of main line maintained ranges from a minimum of 18 to a maximum of
31 miles per gang. On the lengths where the motor cars are provided, the avera,ge mileage
of track maintained per man is 5.29 miles, and on the remaining two lengths where
hand-section cars are employed the average mileage maintained per man is 3 miles
7 chains." ·
"
· In view of the saving to be effected by the use of motor-trolleys, your Commissioners strongly
urge the necessity of expediting the manufacture of these cars at the Spotswood shops, otherwise,
at the present rate of construction, it will take some years to complete the scheme suggested.
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LENGTH RuNNERs.

In connexion with the recommendation for the supply of gang motor-trolleys to gangers
on the permanent-way lengths, it is sugaested that, instead of the present system of length
inspection, length runners should be app~inted and provided with a light motor quadricycle,
their duties being to inspect and report any defects to the gangers over whose lengths they traveL
The usual distance travelled by length runners during their hours of duty depends, of course,,
on the grades, &c., but from 40 to 50 miles per day would be a reasonable distance.
.
These men would travel on the " up " journey one day and on the " down " journey to their
home station the following day, and it would be necessary to provide suitable accommodation for
them at the outward terminaL
This system of track inspection is in operation on different railway syPtems, and is found
to be very effective.
It will be appreciated that if each ganger has to use a gang motor-trolley to travel over his
length for inspection the cost is very high, and that when a ganger is performing this duty
the other members of the gang are left without adequate supervision.
FIRE-BREAKS.

In the past it has been the general practice for gangers and repairers to chip fire-breaks .
. This is an expensive system, and it occupies a considerable amount of time which could be
more profitably devoted to the efficient maintenance of the permanent way.
The general experience is that, where it is possible to obtain the services of a pair of horses
and a plough, the work can be done much more effectively and economically than by hand
chipping, and your Commissioners suggest that this system be introduced wherever practicable in
Victoria.
LENGTH OF SLEEPERS.

With the exception of 5' 6" sleepers in narrow-gauge tracks, and a limited number of 8' 6"
sleepers on certain light branch lines, practically the whole of the sleepers in use on the Victorian
Railways are 9' long and 10" x 5" and 9" x
in thickness.
After giving careful consideration to the matter your Commissioners are quite satisfied
that sleepers 8' 6" x 10., x 5" provide sufficient bearing area for 5' 3" gauge tracks and for the
safe conduct of traffic, and, therefore, recommend that sleepers of these dimensions be adopted
generally for future use, except where it is deemed necessary to specially strengthen curves on
tracks carrying fast and heavy traffic.
·
Both Mr. C. H. Perrin, Chief Engineer for Railway Construction, Victoria, and Mr. R. L.
Rankin, Chief J1Jngineer for ]}xisting Lines, New South Wales, agreed that 8' 6" sleepers would
·
adequately meet the requirements of the Victorian Railways.
Information obtained from South Australia disclosed that 8' 6" sleepere are being used
for 3" gauge tracks over which engines heavier than those in use in this State are constantly
runmmr.
'-'

5:

During the year ended 30th .Tune last, 472,861 9' sleepers were used for renewals and
strengthening tracks and estimating that 8' 6" sleepers could have been purchased for at least
6d. per sleeper less than 9' sleepers, a saving of £11,821 could have been effected if 8' 6" sleeper
had been used. In the previous year this saving wculd have amounted to £14,459.
The adoption of shorter sleepers will also ultimately result in a considerable saving in
ballast.
In reply to an inquiry by your Commissioners as to whether it was considered the
sleepers used by the Victorian Railways were of the minimum efficient length, the Chairman
of Commissioners stated in a memorandum dated 16th October, 1928, " It is desired to say
that the Victorian standard is 8' 6" to 9' x 10" x 5". Sleepers 9' long are used on curves."
A statement subsequently obtained from the Department, however, showed that for the
years 1926-27 and 1927-28, 947,171 9' sleepers and 12,308 8' 6" sleepers had been purchased.
These figures, together with the evidence of departmental officers, indicate beyond any doubt
that 9' sleepers are in general use and in the circumstances your Commissioners fail to see
how 8' 6" sleepers could be regarded as standard sleepers on the Victorian Railways, and why
it should be specially mention,ed that "sleepers 9' long are used on curves."
·
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REGRADING OF LINES.
. One of .the main fac~ors governing economical train_ running operations is the railway grade
whwh determmes the maxmmm tonnage load of the various classes of engine.
On lines where the traffic is comparatively light, the grade is of little consequence, but its
importance increases in similar ratio to the growth of traffic, and because of the heavy volume
of traffic now hauled over many lines in VictoriJ:l,, the ruling rrrade has assumed a· place of
great importance in its effect on the working expenses of the sen~ce.

It was ascertained that the predominant ruling grade in Victoria is 1 in 50, and this gTade
applies to nearly all of the main lines.
'
had

Nothing is being done to effect an improvementalthough it was stated that investigations
been made. ·

occa~ionally

When visiting New South Wales it \Vas learned that the Railways Commissioners in that
State have sp~nt large sums during recent years on the regrading or deviation of lines with the
result that tram loads have been considerably increased.
In each case a careful calculation was made regarding the estimated cost of the wo.rk and
the probable savings that would be effected, and every instance where a more favorable 0!ITade
was secured the financial working of the line has amply repaid the expenditure.
There are many lines in Victoria which would show substantial reductions in the cost of
working if the grades were reduced to, say, 1
75, and your Commissioners strongly
recommend that surveys be made and estimates of the cost and savings prepared, and where the
results indicate a profit over and above the interest on capital expenditure that the regrading or
deviation of the lines be undertaken.
·
·
LEVEL CROSSINGS.

A statement furnished by the Railways· Department shoived that a wages bill of £41,318
was incurred for working manually operated gates for the year ended 30th June, 1928.

..

Your Commissioners regard this item of expenditure as excessive, and consider that a
substantial reduction in both wages and rnah1tenance could be effected by substituting open
crossings with cattle pits for gat€s at many of the road crossings throughout the country districts,
and by the closing of other crossings on both country and suburlan lines.
Compared ''rith other States and countries, the Victorian Railways have a greater proportion
of crossings protected by gates than most other railway systems, and, having regard to the
infrequent train service operating on many lines in this State, there does not appear to be any
justification for so many gates.
The un.iversal adoption of electric headlights for locomotives (which has been recommended
elsewhere in this Report) and the installation of mechanical warning signals, where warranted,
'"-rill, it is considered, minimize the risk of level-crossing accide]].ts i.n the future and justify the
abolition of many gates.
In his evidence during the course of the inquiry, the Chairman of Railways Commissioners
stated that there were crossings which the Department considered could be closed without causing
any serious inconvenience to vehicular traffic, but, as the municipalities concerned would not
agree to this being done, the Railways Commissioners were powerless to act in the matter.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that an unnecessary number of road crossings should
not be kept open simply because they exist at the present time, and that where they are relatively
infrequently used they should be closed, and the flow of vehicular traffic diverted to adjacent
crossings.
It is therefore recommended that the Hail ways Act be amended to pro,ride for the Governor
in Council granting authority to the Railways Commissioners to close so much of any public or
private road as is situate on any railway or land vested in the Commissioners.
SUPER-HEATING LOCOMOTIVJ1JS.
Super~heating of locomotives has had the attention of nearly every railway administration in the world, and it is generally acknowledged that the substantial economies to be effected in
both fuel and water justify the expenditure on making the necessary alterations to saturated
locomotives.
·

Mr: T. R. Johnson, Royal Comrnit'lsioner, in drawing attention to the advantages of super.
heating in his report on the VIctorian Railways in 1917, stated:"A.s giving some idea of the saving to be effected by the use of super-.heat.engines
Mr. Shannon's evidence is instructive, and shows that, assuming all the engmes m stock
at the prcs~nt time of the A2 and DD types to have been fitted wit~ super-heaters, the
net saving in actual consumption of coal and water on the normal workmg of
would have amounted to £25,000 for the. year 1916-17."
The Chief Mechanical Engineer, in his evidence at the present inquiry, stated that
are 662 locomotives in running on the Victorian Railways, of which only 269 are super-heated.
Having regard to the economies t~J be effected by super-heating locomotives, it is difficult
to understand why a more advanced policy has not been adopted, and your Commissioners are
strongly of opinion that
super-heating of all the saturated engines engaged on main line work
would justify the
incurred in their conversion.

POOLING OF
Your Cornmissioners are strongly of the opinion that considerable saving could be effected
by the pooling of engines.
It is apparent that it is much more e::rpensive to light
engines for prescribed trips of,
say, 100 miles, than if one
under steam were utilized to run a much gTeater mileage with
two or more changes of crew.

This system of \Vorking is not uew to many of the AustFalian States and it should, wherever
.
praeticable, be adopted Victoria.

AVEHAGE MILEAGE R1.JN PER DRIVER PEH

OF EIGHT HOURS.

The figures shown in Table 10 of the ha,ndbook of the Australian Bureau of Railway Statistics
for the year ended June, 1927, disclose that the average mileage run per driver per clay of eight
hours steaming in this State is 51.60 ntiles, ss compared with 55.92 miles in ·western Australia,
58.24 mj]es in Queensland, 67.20 miles in New South Wales, 97.68 miles on the Commonwealth
J{aihvays, and ;}7 .12 miles in New Zea]and.
It wiJl be seen that the average mileage run per driver per day is lower in Victoria than in
any other State of the Commonwealth, v;rith the exception perhars of Tasmania, the figures for
which State are not shown. This is certainly not a very satisfactory performance, and your
Commissioners are of opinion that efforts should be made to increase the mileage in Victoria so as
to compare more favorably with the other railway system.q o£ Australia.

CAR AND WAGON RlTIPAIRS.
CARS.

Passenger cars are repaired at the Newport, North Melbourne, Jolimont, Ballarat and
Bendigo shops. Th~ spreading of this work is very uneconomical and should be confined to not
more than two central workshops.
Car repair work includes the lifting of cars from underframes, welding, coachbuilding,
gla21ing, upholstering, painting, ~lectroplating, &c. This variety of operations requires the services
of various classes of tradesmen
consequently the spreading of the
necessitates a duplication
of staff and supervision.
·~
It was stated in evidence that although the North Melbourne car and wagon shops are
equipped only for minor or light repairs, a large proportion of the repairs, including heavy repairs,
is being performed there notwithstanding that Newport is better equipped and has ample room to
accommodate the work.

\¥hen cars are stTipped at North Melbourne, a quantity of panels, mouldings, nickel fittings,
&;c,, has to be trucked to Newport for purposes of renovation and later returned, thus necessitating
double handling.
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It was sworn, and not contradicted, that cars and vans lifted at North :Melbourne for repairs
·
have shortly afterwards been again lifted at Newport for other purpose."!.
Numbers were furnished of
cars which had been lifted for repairs on certain stated dates
during recent months at North Melbourne, and \\rithin periods ranging from a few days to a few
weeks had again been lifted at New-port for the purpose of being equipped with electric lighting,
&c. If the repair work had been concentrated at Newport one lift would have been sufficient for
both purposes.
The \Yorkshops Manager, Newport, stated in evidence "that there was no depot so well
equipped as Newport for the overhaul of cars, wagons and vans."
further admitted that large
quantities of materials .a~riv~ at Newport fro,m other repf.ir shops for attention, and after renovation
are returned to the ongmatmg depot, despite the fact that the whole of the work could be done
at Newport. The uneconomical aspect of the operation was also admitted.
Figures furnished by the Commissioners as to the number of supervisors employed at the
respectivelocations on car repair work can be summarized as follows
STATEMENT SHOWING NU.:VIBER OF SUPERVISORS, INCLUDING LEADING HANDS, AND THE NUl\fBEit
OF }!EN IN VARIOUS GRADES ON CAR REPAIR WORK AT \VORKSHOPS.
Newport,

-

I

J"olimont.

North MelboUl'llO.

Ballarat.

I

Bendigo.

SUPERVISORS.
Foremen, including Sub-foremen . .
..
Leading Hands (representative of twelve
different trades)
..
..

..

2·7

7.

3·3

..

..

8·2

11

4·1

1

1

275·4

279

130

16

16

TRADESMEN.
Artisans and other employees, representing
..
48 trades and callings . .

..

•

It should be patent that the spreading of car repair work is uneconomical, because it
necessitates increased supervision, and possibly,.. inefficiency in cases where tradesmen are not
employed in sufficient numbers to warrant the appointment of a supervisoJ; of similar training.
Further, when there is insufficient work offering· in a continuous flow to keep the staff profitably
employed, they have to be provided with such other work as can be found.
Commissioners therefore recommend that car repair work be confined to the Newport
and Jolimont workshops; the former shop to undertake repairs to cars and vans used in the
make-up of steam trains, and Jolimont to undertake repairs to electrically-driven suburban cars.
Ea.ch shop is eminently swted and well equipped for these respective classes of work.
WAGONS.

Trucks are repaired at NewportJ North Melbourne, Ballarat and Bendigo ·workshops and
at the present time the two latter provincial shops are fitting a limited number of trucks with
automatic couplings. Truck repairs are suited to the Bendigo ·workshops, and it would not be
uneconomical if additional truck repair vYork were given that shop, thus absorbing a sufficient
nmnber of workmen to compensate for the withdrawal of other classes of work as recommended in
this Report.
Truck repairs could be continued at Ballarat as at present, and additional engine repair
work should be placed there to absorq an equivalent number of employees to those transferred
from car repair work.
·
On most English railways it is the practice to segregate engines, carriages, and wagons for
maintenance work in three distinct groups of main workshops.
· Light running repairs only should be undertaken at the North Melbourne shops and the
heavier work done at Newport.
_
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FOUNDRIES AT BENDIGO AND NE\VPORT.
The foundry at the Newport \Vorkshops is a modern establishment, well equipped to
perform all classes of work, including the heaviest of castings, and is capable of producing an
output in excess of present requirements.
Another small foundry exists at Bendigo and employs 25 men. The coke, pig-iron, and a
proportion of the ~scrap is hauled from Melbourne to Bendigo, and the bulk of the foundry output
is sent back to Newport foi use at the latter shops.
Timber for pattern.:making is also sent from Newport to Bendigo for castings required
at Ne;vport, despite the existence of an up-to-date pattern-making shop at Newport.
The Bendigo foundry pours on only three days per week; therefore, much fuel is wasted
in the process, apart altogether from the loss which arises from the duplication of furnaces.
Your Commissioners are satisfied that considerable savings could be made by concentrating
all the foundry work at Newport, and strongly recommend the removal of the Bendigo foundry
to that location as early as possible.
The accommodation released at Bendigo could be converted at a small cost into an
excellent truck repair shop, which would accommodate sixteen to twenty trucks at a time.
The present foundry shop at Bendigo is already fitted with an overhead crane suitable for
the lifting of any class of wagon, but it would require to be equipped with tracks and also slightly
enlarged to fully accommodate the vehicles and staff.
The present arrangement for truck repairs at Bendigo is very unsatisfactory, and much of
it has to be done in the open air, with consequent loss of efficiency.
The Railways Standing Committee in its report, dated 9th August, 1928, suggested that a
truck repair shop be erected at Bendigo at a cost not exceeding £5,000, to house these men.
The recommendations of your Commissioners, if given effect to, would considerably reduce
this expenditure, because the transference of the foundry and car repair work should make
available sufficient space to accommodate at least an equal number of men and also those at present
employed in the open air on tru9k repairs.
These arrangements would, therefore, result in economy in supervision and other working
costs in foundry and car repair work. Accommodation would also be provided for efficient truck
repairs, and this would enable the Bendigo shops to undertake sufficient additional truck repairs
to employ an increased staff, equivalent to the number of men who would be transferred to Newport
with the other classes of work.
·
INADEQUATE SHOP ACCOMMODATION.
It was observed that repe,ir and other work is performed at several locations
air because of inadequate shop accommodation.
·

the open

This condition of affairs applies to truck repairs, which is the subject of a separate
recommendation in this Report, also to engine repairs at North Melbourne, and to a section of
the ironworkers at the Spotswood Amalgamated Shops.
The accommodation at the North Melbourne locomotive depot provides for only 70
engines out of a total number of over 200 located at that depot, and in consequence a large
proportion of the repair work has to be carried out at the rear of the sheds.
Modern engines are of great. value and should not be left in the open air, nor should
important repairs and overhauls be carried out under conditions which are liable to impair the
efficiency of the work.
It is understood that the erection o£ a new locomotive depot has been under consideration
for many years and in view of the importance of this question your Commissioners recommend
that this work be gone on vvith as early &s possible.
\\lien visiting the Amalgamated Way and Works Shors at Spotswood, it was brought
under notice that the lay-out for the handling of material from the racks for shearing purposes
is unsatisfactory, also that a number of employees operating and associated with shearing and
punching machines are employed in the ·open air. This is unsatisfactory because it interferes
with the output of work and causes dissatisfaction amongst the employees. Furthermore, the
continuity of operations is liable to interference by weather conditions.
. Having regard to these diss,bilities your Commissioners are of opinion that the question
of providing shelter for the men engaged in this work should be seriously considered.
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FUEL CONSERVATION COMMITTEES.
For the year 1927-28 the expenditure incurred in oonnexion with the Fuel Conservation
Committees totalled not less than £1,465, including £523 in connexion with the annual conference
in Melbourne, at which approximately 130 officers and employees attended.
It is considered that this expenditure and the temporary withdrawal of officers and
·employees from their ordinary duties are not justified, and that these Committees should be
discontinued forthwith.
·
.
There is-a Betterment Board in existence for the purpose of dealing with suggestions for
Improvements, and your Commissioners believe this Board capable of investigating any suggestions
which employees might otherwise make before the Fuel Conservation Committees. It' is
appreciated, however, that conferences between responsible officers of the different Branches are
desirable.

FREIGHTS AND FARES.
Your Commissioners recommend that authority be vested in the Railways Corrnnissioners
to determine and fix freights and fares, subject to the following conditions :'(1) No increase to be effective unless and until a report embodying such proposed
increases has been presented to the Minister, who should be required to lay the
report on the table of the House within three days of its receipt, or if Parliament
be not in session, within three days of the commencement of the next session.

(2) If Parliament do not within thirty days disapprove of the proposed increases it shall
be competent for the Commissioners to put them into operation.

AUDIT.
GENERAL.

Under existing arrangements, the Auditor of Disbursements is an officer o£ the Chief
Accountant, while the Auditor of Receipts is the Head of a separate Branch, responsible directly
to the Commissioners. The Auditor-General also has two Audit officers continuously engaged
at the Railway Department. In addition, railway vouchers are all sent to the Audit office for
re-examination.
Your Commissioners are of opinion that the control of the more important parts of tlle
audit, particularly as to disbursements, should be independent of the Commissioners, it being
considered unsound practice for the transactions of the management to he audited by officers
who are responsible only to that management and who are not at liberty to bring under the noti_ce
of an independent authority matters upon which they may disagree with the actions of the
administration or payments irregularly authorized or allocated. Economy could be effected by
eliminating the duplication involved in the audit of the same vouchers &c., by Railway and Audit
Office employees.
It is, therefore, recommended that the R.ailways staff performing the more important
audit work should be brought under the control of the Auditor-General.
REFRESHMENT SERVICES BRANCH.

Evidence tendered in regard to the Refreshment Services Branch reveals that the auditing
of that Branch at the present time is unsatisfactory, inasmuch as it is performed by an auditor

employed in the Branch; moreover, it is wrong in principle that the audit officer should be unde1·
the control of the head of the branch in which he is conducting his audit; and in the opinion of
vour Commissioners, the Refreshment Services Branch shouJd be audited by an independent
~ffi.cer.

.
In another section of this R.eport reference is made to certain irregularities in the accounts
of the Mount Buffalo Chalet for the year 1925-26, and it is considered that if the audit of this branch
had been under independent control these adjustments would not have been approved ..

!

!
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THE

MOUNT

BUF'FAI~O,

NATIONAL PARK.

On the 1st October, 1924, the Railway Department took over The Chalet at Mount Buffalo
from the Public Works Department at a cost of £18,900.
'
On The Chalet being transferred to the Department, the Railways Commissioners found it
necessary to make extensive renovations, alterations, and additions to provide for the
accommodation of expected visitors and staff, and up to the present they have incuned a capital
expenditure of £104,220, on whieh there is an annual interest charge of £5,817.
]for an enterprise of this nature it would appear that the capital cost is too high, and your
Commissioners are of opii1ion that the Department will have difficulty in securing a profit with
such a heavy interest bill to meet.
The successive yearly losses in connexion v1rith The Chalet were stated in the Annual Reports
the Railways Commissioners to be as follow :~1924-25, £3,115; 1925-26, £845; 1926-27,
£4,085; and 1927--28, £484. :~vidence was given that the loss of £845 in 1925~26 was much
understated, and your Commissioners hold that this was so. A sum of £500 for depreciation of
Iinoleums at The Chalet, which ought to have been debited against the establishment, was charged
to Hailway refreshment rooms. In that year there should also have been a debit of £875
for breakages of crockery, glassware, and equipment raised against The Chalet, and the accounts
for 1925-26 were made to appear £610 better by placing a· higher value on the furnishings and
equipment than the figure at which they were acquired. To this extent the loss on The Chalet
for 1925~26 was incorrectly stated in the balance~sheet placed before Parliament.
Your Commissioners acquit the Railways Commissioners of any knowledge of this
misleading document, especially as it was stated in evidence that Mr. Clapp had in connexion with
the charging of fire insurance against The Chalet expressly directed that there was to be " no
monkeying with the accounts," his desire being that the true financial results of this holiday
resort should be., revealed to Parliament and the public.
By a decision of the Hailways Commissioners one-half of the cost of advertising The Chalet
is charged to The Chalet, the other half being debited to the Transportation Branch. As a large
proportion of the visitors to the Mount Buffalo National Park travel by car-and even where they use
the railway--The Chalet revenue arising from their visit considerably exceeds the transportation
revenue, your Commissioners consider that the Chalet should bear a considerably increased
proportion of the cost of its publicity. It should also be ascertained whether the amount charged
to The Chalet on account of supervision and head office assistance is adequate.

It must be recognized that in establishing a conm10dious tourist house at :Mount Buffalo,
the Railways Commissioners have followed the footsteps of Hailway companies in other parts
of the world, and are endeavouring to add to the attractions of Victoria, and thereby inereall!e
tourist traffic J.vithin the State and from beyond it;s borders.
EXPENDYl'URJ~

ON PRINTING.

The amount of £103,700 spent in the Victorian Railways Department for printing for the
year ended 30th June, 1928, is -£1,786 in excess of the expenditure in the New South Wales
Hailways, where the revenue for the last :financial year was £18,906,543, or £5,403,420 in excess
of that of the Victorian Raihvays.

.

Your Commissioners are of opinion that the expenditure on printing should be considerably
uecreased, and it is suggested ·that close scrutiny be exercised in regard to this branch of the
railways service, with a view to economy in the future.

AUTOMATIC COUPLINGS.

.It. is understood t~at the whole que1tion of automatic c_ouplings wa~ discussed by the
1

Comnusswners of the vanous States some " ears ago, and that It was unarumouslv decided to
introduce automatic couplings for the whol . of the Australian railways. No doubt this course
was recommended in view of the proposed uniform gauge for Australia.
.
The number of wagons fitted with automatic couplings in this State as at 15th September .
1928, was 1,078, and all t,he new wagons now under construction vvill be provided with simila;
draw-gear.
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Your Commissioners are impressed with the necessity for the early installation of these
and the following factors might be regarded as the main. reasons for the urgency of
th1s work:-

co~plings,

(a) The fact that the present draw-gear is too light for the increasing weight of trains,
and results in frequent break-aways.
(b) The mixed system of automatic and link coupling is uneconomical and unsatisfactory
in working.
(c) During the transition stage, the side buffers of wagons fitted with automatic
couplings have to be retained, and these buffers constitute a risk to shunters as
well as involving additional tare.
(d) .The introduction of the automatic coupler will facilitate the interchange of rollingstock with South Australia.
It is, therefore, strongly recommended that funds be provided as early as possible to enable
this work to proceed at a much greater rate than at present.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
Your Commissioners recommend that, in the interest of safe running, and for the protection of
vehicular and pedestrian traffic at open level crossings, the installation of electric headlights be
extended to all locomotives running on country lines at night. No particular make of headlight is
advocated, however, as it is understood that there are several effiCient types on the market.
I

Although it is understood that it would be necessary to import turbo-generators, as far as
possible all other equipment for these lights should be made locally.

GROUP INVOICING OF GOODS.
The practice in Victoria when forwarding goods is to issue a waybill for each truck load,
or each consignment requiring a separate truck.
This system results in the issue of a very large number of invoices, and creates a heavy
volume of work. For instance, if a station despatched, say, twelve trucks of wheat to one
destination on a given day, the forwarding station would iS'Sue twelve invoices, which would be
accounted separately at both the issuing station and the receiving station, and would be entered
in a cash-book and ledger. Later, each invoice would pass through the Powers freight accounting
division of the Accountimcy Branch for audit purposes, necessitating the punching of twelve
cards and a subsequent check on each entry. In the course of these operations, and in the
compilation of statistical information, a considerable quantity of time and stationery is consumed.
The practice of issuing a separate invoice with every truck is not in operation in the other
States, and is quite unnecessary, and in view of the large savings that could be effected by the group
invoicing of g9ods, your Commissioners recommend that the group system be introduced forthwith.

BORDER RATES.
Representatives of Melbourne jam and sauce manufacturers tendered evidence at the inquiry
to the effect that they had been placed at a disadvantage in competing v.'ith Sydney traders for
business in the Riverina owing to the higher classification for freight of jams, canned fruits,
and sauces in Victoria as compared with New South Wales, and also on account of the
method of charging interstate traffic on the basis of the sum of each State's local rates instead
of at the continuous through border rate.
It was contended that whilst there was an agreement between the Railway Departments
of Victoria, South Australia, and New South Wales not to cut railway rates, New South Wales had
virtually done so by reducing the classification of the commodities referred to. This had resulted in
anomalies which made it possible to send goods by water from Melbourne to Sydney and thence
by rail from Sydney to the Riverina, and even to North-Eastern Victorian towns, at a cheaper
rate than that charged for the carriage of them by rail over a much shorter distance direct from
Melbourite.
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. The following table, which was submitted in evidence, shows a comparison of freights on
jams, canned fruit, and tomato sauce from Sydney and Melbourne to the Riverina and NorthEastern District of Victoria :-•

To

Route.

From-

(a)

(a)

Miles.

Truck Loads,
per Ton.

l·Ton I,ot>'!,
per Ton.

£ s. d.

191

£ s. d.
5 18 11
4 1 8

5 18 '11
5 6 6

£ s. d.
5 18 11
8 14 2

403
222

2 17 ll
610 8
3 19 8

4 2 9
6 14 11
5 3 8

7 10 5
7 1 0
8 9 1

372
170
443
213
432
174
448
169
425
146
448

2
5
3
6
4
5
3
5
3
4
3

3
5
5
6
5
5

7 5
5 7
810
6 9
8 13
5 9
8 13
5 6
8 0
4 14
8 7

\

(a) Lot~,
Smaller
per Ton.

•

Albury

Melbourne

"
"
Culeaii;n

Sydney
l\'Ielbourne

,

"
"
Rutherglen
"
Tallangatta

"
Wahgunyah
"
Chiltern

"
Wangaratta
"

Sydney
Melbourne
Sydney
Melbourne
Sydney
Melbourne
Sydney
Melbourne
Sydney
Melbourne
Sydney

Rail
..
Boat from Melbourne to Sydney
and thence rail to Albury
Rail
..
Rail, via Albury
Boat from Melbourne to Sydney
and thence rail to Culcairn
Rail

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"

'

(a)

15
7
16
9
0
9
19
6
7
14
12

11
0

1
0
7
0
4
9
4
9
3

5
5
4
4
4

19
7
2
9

11
0
6
0

5 5
9
5
6
12
14
19

0
9
9
11
9
9

4
0

s
0
2
0
6
9
8
9
6

The Victorian rate is for any quantity.

. Another instance of the manner in which the New South Wales and Victorian rates operate
for the carriage of goods to border towns was given by a representative of the Victorian Cement
Trade. It was explained by this witness that cement could be carried from Portland (New South
Wales) to Albury (New South Wales), a distance of 349 miles, for 3ls. 2d. per ton s,s against 4ls. Sd.
per ton in respect of cement carried from Fyansford (Victoria) to Albury, a distance of 232 miles.
A comparison was also made between the New South l.Nales and Victorian rates for cement consigned
to Tocumwal and Wodonga from Portland (New South Wales) and ]'yansford (Victoria) respectively
showing in each case a lower rate on the New South 1Nales Railways for a much longer haul.
Complaints of a similar nature were made in regard to cer-tain goods consigned to towns
near the South Australian border.
Witnesses pointed out that the Victorian Railways had special low rates for the carriage of
goods by rail from Melbourne to Mildura, and also for fruit, wine, &c., exported overseas, and they
urged ~that manufactures
over the border to Southern Riverina should be placed on a simila.r
footing so that those markets might be regained.
Your Commissioners were impressed with the evidence given in regard to these freight
anomalies, and consider that there is no reason why the Victorian Railways Commissioners should
not bring the classification of the various IP~nufactured commodities into line with that adopted
by other States, and so regain for Victoria the trade which has been lost.
If the railways of New South Wales or South Australia can carry these commodities at lower
rateS'; it ought to be equally practicable for the Victorian Railways to do so, and every effort should
be made to maintain uniformity of classification, as well as uniformity of rates, throughout the
States.
~

Your Commissioners have not gone into the question of re-adjustment of freight rates, Gr
a revision of the classification of goods carried over the Victorian Railways, but it is recommended
that the whole of the border rates operating on the Victorian, New South Wales, and South
Australian Railways be investigated vv""ith a view to rectifying the present anomalies and arriving
at an equitable schedule of rates and classifications which will be in the interest of all concerned.
RAIL-WAY FACILITIES AT POR'fLAJ\TD.
The question of shipping and railway facilities at Portland has already been investigated
by the Royal Commission on Outer Ports Development, but on the occasion of the visit of your
Commissioners to the South-Western District the opportunity was taken to inspect the railway
facilities at Portland for both local and overseae'3 trade and evidence was heard from local business
people and railway and government officials.
13733.-4
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Although it is apparent that the existing railway facilities at Portland are not sufficient.
to allow overseas shipping to be handled in the most economical manner, it is considered to be
, debatable whether the present trade requirements at the port would warrant the expenditure of
the large sum of money which would be required to regrade the line between Portland North and
Portland, provide direct access to the pier, and to equip the Horsham-Hamilton line to enable
wheat to be successfully and economically hauled over that route.
Your Commissioners are of opinion, however, that the immediate expenditure of a
comparatively .small sum is desirable to duplicate the line on the shore end of the pier so as to
permit of empty trucks being handled with more freedom and at less cost than at present.
The Stationmaster in his evidence stated that the passenuer traffic had decreased by over
70 per cent. in eighteen months owing to road motor competit~n, but that it was expected that
at least some portion of this traffic would be regained now that the through road motors have
ceased to run. There is no doubt, however, that the private motor will be an increasing
competitor with the railways for passengers from this district unless a faster train service is
instituted, say, by running petrol rail motors on two or three days of each week. At present it
takes 12£ hours to travel the 251! miles from Portland to Melbourne, representing an average
speed of 19£ miles per hour.
PASSENGER SERVICES.
Evidence given by witnesses in reference to railway passenger traffic was condemnatory
of slow mixed trains and in favour of some faster mode of travel.
·
A number of instances were mentioned of mixed trains scheduled to perform roadside
work occupying an unnecessarily long time in completing the journey.
This was said to be a factor which caused many persons to travel by private motor, some
to the main line junction station only, and others the full dis~ance to 'their desired destination.
The advent of the motor has made it incumbent upon all~railway managements to review
their passenger schedules, and whilst appreciating that the Commissioners in Victoria have
reduced the running time of many trains, and that rail motor cars have been put into service on
a number of lines, there still appears to be much room for improvement.
Three double-ended and eighteen single-ended rail motors are in use on the Victorian
Railways, several of which run daily between Melbourne and Geelong, trailers being attached when
necessary.
A petrol electric car, with trailer attached, is also run between Toolamba and Deniliquin.
The running of the former cars costs 2s. to -2s. 2d. per mile, and the petrol electric car
3s. per mile, as compared with 6s. per mile for steam trains.
The earlier types of rail motors in use are not by any means suitable or comfortable, and
even some of the later types are sparingly upholstered.
The petrol electric car was not inspected, but it is spoken of very favourably, and is said ·
to be well and comfortably furnished.
Having regard to the fact that general goods and commodities of a perishable nature have
to be adequately catered for, and that an improvement is desirable in the passenger service, your
Commissioners are of opinion that a means of fast passenger travel should be provided on some
lines on at least certain days of the week, This could be accomplished where a more complete
service would not be warranted, by a fast rail motor on, say, three days per week and the usual
mixed train on the alternate days.
For this purpose a sufficient number of comfortable high-power rail motors, such as the
petrol electric car, should be built for early future service.

SUBURBAN RADIUS.
Representations were made at the inquiry by residents of the Frankston line urging that
fares at suburban rates should apply to that line beyond the present 20-mile suburban limit,
which extends as far as Chelsea.
The first class return fare from Melbourne to Chelsea is 3s. lid., while that to Bon Beachonly 7j8ths of a mile further-is 4s. 4d., and that to Carrum-an additional 7/8ths of a mile---is
4s. 6d. This extraordinary increase in fare at a point on the line on both sides of which the nature
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of the locality and population is similar, results in P_e~s~ns who res~de at Bon ~each an~ Carrum
either walking or riding bicycles to Chelsea before Jommg the. tram fo: the City. Pnor to the
imposition of rest.rictiom~~ a bus running parallel to the radway phed between Carrum and
Chelsea, chiefly carrying persons to the Chelsea station.
The Department considered that if the suburba~ radius were extende~ to 27 miles ?o
include Frankston, it would ;need to apply to an equal distance on every other lme and that this,
besides causina reduction in fares within that radius, would also involve a reduction in all fares
between count~y stations and the Metropolis, owing to the taper which operates from the suburban
limit. The Railways Commissioners are oppose~ to the increase in the sub-.:rban radius on account
of the loss of revenue from suburban, and partiCularly country travel, whiCh would result.
In South Australia the suburban area limit varies according to the nature of the locality,
the limit being greater in those directions in which the suburbs extend further from the City. ,
It may reasonably be said that the whole of the Frankston line is actually suburban, a~d
· that the residents on that line very largely travel to and from Melbourne daily to their work.
This position does not apply to stations between 20 and 27 miles from Melbourne on such lines
as the Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo, and North-East.
Your Commissioners are of the opinion that the suburban radius for Railway purposes
should be extended a& far as Frankston, and that as regards other lines any extension of the
··suburban area should be determined, having regard to the nature of the traffic-that is, whether
actually suburban or country-on the particular line.
So far as the Frankston line is concerned, the country lines beyond that station are short
and t.he taper consequent upon bringing Frankston into the suburban radius, if altered at all,
would not involve any substantial loss of revenue and yvould probably attract considerably
increased passenger traffic, which at present is deflected to the private motor car.

VISITS OF RAILWAY OFFICERS AND EMPLOYES ABROAD.
Your Commissioners consider that the practice of sending officers Of the Victorian Railway
. service abroad every year or so to study railway methods in other countries should be continued to
a limited extent, and that facilities should still be afforded employes of the Department to travel
at their own expense and gain practical experience in railway working outside Australia.. without
losing, whilst away, their seniority and privileges in the Victorian service. It is a good. policy,
tending to broaden the outlook of those who probably later on will hold responsible positions in
the Department, and it also serves to keep our railway service abreast of the times.
These visits in the past have been confined chiefly to the United States, but they should in
future also include Great Britain, South Africa, Canada and other countries akin to our own.
The United States is a country of new ideals and modern methods, but its population and
production are on such a large scale, and its lengths of haul so great compared with those in
Victoria, that some of the best railway practices there may be quite unsuited to the requirements
of this State.
BREAK OF GAUGE.
This subject is not specifically included in the terms of reference but it is quite apparent
· that the absence of a uniform gauge does affect the free exchange of commodities between the
States, and is the definite cause of quite a considerable amount of expenditure in the transhipment
of passengers, mails, goods and live-stock at each point at which the break of gauge occurs.
It is further related to the subject of the inquiry in view of the fact that delay in the
construction of uniform gauge between Victoria and the other States may result in direct unification
· of the gauge between :Broken Hill and some point on the Trans-Continental Line, or between
other points in New South Wales and South Australia, which might have the effect of isolating
· the Victorian railway system and thus curtailing its revenue-earning power.

Your Commissioners are strongly of opinion that the work of unification should be
proceeded with as soon as possible, especially as it is considered that the longer the delay the
greater will be the ultimate expenditure. It is recognized that if the necessary capital had to
. pay the usual rate of interest, t1ie cost would bear too heavily on the present population, but
taking into consideration that there are some
millions of people unemployed in Great Britain,
it is possible that an arrangement to mutual advantage might be made v.rith Great Britain in
regard to the matter.
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If Great Britain ,would supply the capital at a low rate of interest and Australia would
accept British immigrants to assist in carrying out the work, it is the opinion of your Commissioners
that the undertaking would be in the interests of Great Britain and the Commonwealth, and in
particular Victoria. Great Britain would gain by the absorption of part of her surplus population ;
the Commonwealth would gain additional security by giving greater mobility to the movement
of troops, &c., and its citizens would enjoy the convenience of avoiding the break of guage at
five points between Brisbane and Perth ; whilst Victoria. would gain by being the centre of a
railway system capable of interchanging rolling stock with all the other States.

NON-PAYING NEW LINES.
Since 1918 all railways constructed after the year 1896 have been regarded as new linea.
coming under the operation of Section 102 of the R(l!ilways Act 1915 requiring the Treasury to
recoup the Railway Department for losses arising from the construction and operation of new
lines. Although that law was passed in 1896 the Department made no claim on the Treasury
prior to 1918, the reason being that the losses on new· railways, except the four short narrowga:qge lines, amounted to only a few thousand pounds per annum. The broad-gauge railways,
constructed in the eighteen years preceding the war, were mostly built in districts where
extensive cultivation quickly followed on the provision of means of cheap transportation.
Moreover, an extra or "locDJ" rate was charged on all goods carried over these lines, and that
helped to add to the revenue. This additional rate was abolished in 1914 as it was regarded
as an unjust discrimination against those who were developing new country and bringing freight
to the railways.
'When the railway system was again faced with a series of 1deficits as the result of
the 1914-15 drought, and the war conditions, the law passed in 1896 became operative. In
the first few years the claims made on the Treasury to recoup the Department for losses on
new lines ranged from £50,000 to £100,000, but in recent years they have been in the
neighbourhood of £200,000, due to the construction of more lines and increases in the wages of
railway employees and prices of fuel and other materials.
Auditor-General and, on his certificate being
The losses on new lines are certified by
furnished, the Treasury credits the Railways Department with the total sum stated thereon.
issue of this certificate indicates that from the bookkeeping aspect the losses have been
correctly stated, the receipts of the Department having been properly balanced against .the
working and maintenance expenses and interests charges of the lines, but it is nobody's
business to ascertain whether the lines were economically operated ; whether there was
un1'1.ecessary train mileage run for the traffic obtained ; whether the Department was having
sleepers, bridge timbers, or ballast for other railways carried over new lines, debiting them
with the cost of haulage and not crediting those lines with any sum for the carriage of such
materials.
was ascertained that when the FJltham to Hurstbridge railway was changed two years
ago from steam to electric traction, the total estimated cost of conversion (£51,303) provided
·
for a capital expenditure of £7,200 for alterations to tracks, bridges, &c.
·Despite this, however, the maintenance cost showed a remarkable increase for 1926-27,
the figures for the Way and Works Branch expenditure, as shown in the Auditor-General's
Report, being as under, viz.

. £

1924-25
1925-26
1926-2'7
1927--28

3,193
2,666
12,656
3,440

In consequence largely of this, the annual loss on the line jumped from £9,000 or £10,000,
in preceding years t0 £18,713 in 1926-27, and on the certificate of the Auditor-General the
Treasury paid the Department that large sum. It may be remarked that the Hurstbridge line
was authorized some seventeen years ago because the Department estimated the annual loss
at £422 o~y, and for some years after the railway was opened the yearly loss did not exceed
£3,000 or £4,000. The loss for 1927-28 was £8,290.
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While your Commissioners believe the RailwayB Commissioners
a.n effort to keep
down the losses on nmv lines, the fact remains that whatever deficits oecur on those railways
the Treasury has to make good to the Department, and consequently there is not ever present
before the Commissioners the necessity of condueting operations on new line.'! with due regard
to economy. Your Commissioners are of opinion that. the Railways Standing Committee should
be given statutory power to inquire into the financial results of any non-paying new line
whenever it considers there
good ground for so doing, and that an amendment of Act
No. 2717 should be made accordingly.

DESTRlJCTION OF MOTOR JMNlliUS BODY.
Six ' International" motor passenger coaches 'vere purchased in connexion with the
railway road motor passenger services, and after having run about 30,000 miles the chassis of one
of the eoaches developed a
~rhe crank case and rod of another coach broke, and in
view of the eondition of both coaches it was decided to discard the damaged parts, and by using
the serviceable portions to recondition one coach for further running. The body of one coach
thus became spare, and this body was subsequently stripped of certain fittings.
After lying
at the Batman-avenue Garage for some little time, on the instructions of the Aeting Garage
Superintendent it was broken up and a quantity of material obtained from it was taken to the
Richmond " Tip."
The body cost £600 to build and in its dismantled condition had a
which, in the
opinion of your Commissioners, justified it being sent to the Spotswood Reelamation Depot for
disposal to the best advantage.
·
Authority was given for the dismantling of the body, but not for its destruction, and as
.far as could be ascertained the officer responsible for the destruction of the body \Vas not dealt
with in any way for his action.

THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORT.
Your Conunissioners realize that Australia, in common with other countries, is passing
through a critical period so far .as transportation 'is concerned, and it is difficult to foresee what
will happen in the near future.
It is quite obvious that motor a.nd aerial traffic is increasing rapidly, and that despite
restrictio:nB which may be placed .on the running of road
ultimately the requirements of
the people for more modem means of transport must be met.
There seems little doubt that railway passenger traffic will continue to decline, and that
in regard to goods traffic the railways of the future will carry principally goods consigned over
long dista.nces and lower-class commodities.
At the present time interesting developments are taking place in the Australian oil-fields,
and should oil be produced in payable quantities, aerial and motor competition will become much
greater, and the earnings of the railways will be seriously affected.
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SUl\:ll'VIARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
The following is a brief summary of the conclusions and recommendations of your

Commissioners:~

That the. following factors operated to increase t};le working expenses, and so
contnbuted to the net loss of the Railways:~
(a) Progressively increasing rates of pay under Arbitration Court Awards,

due principally to increased cost of living.

·

(b) Reduction in working hours for certain sections of railway employees
under Arbitration Court Awards.
·
(c) Increase in interest payments, due to the additional capital employed in

the Railways from year to year, and also to the expiry of old loans
bearing low rates of interest, and their replacement by new loans at
higher rates.
·
·
(d) Introduction of and substantially increasing contributions by the Raihvays

. Department to Employees' Superannuation Fund.

·

(e) Introduction of Railways road motor services (passenger and goods) to
meet competition, the W()rking expenses and depreciation being in
excess of the revenue from those services.
(f) Increased cost per unit of generating electricity for Railways use,

consequent on the decline in sales of electricity for industrial
purposes.
(g) Continued increase in the cost of maintenance of way and works.
(h) Charges to working expenses on account of conversion of manual to

automatic couplers.
(i) Increasing cost of supervision.

(j) Heavy charges to revenue in respect of rolling-stock, including locomotives
withdrawn from service in consequence of the electrification of suburban
railways.
(k) Charges to revenue in respect of scrapping of wooden small-capacity
trucks considered unsuitable for continued use and not justifying
renovation.
(l) Interest charges incuiTed on certain rolling-stock and plant purchased,
particularly from overseas, and not used within a reasonable time
after arrival, and in some cases not at all.
(m) A tendency towards lavish expenditure on furnishing, equipment, &c.

That the principal factors which have diverted and are likely to divert traffic from the
Railways are : .
Motor transport, and
Tramway competition,
and that other factors are(a) Slow travelling on branch lines (particularly where mixed train services
are operating), together with the added inconvenience of changing
trains.
(b) Excessive freight rates demanded for goods intended for consignment

over the border to New South Wales or South Australia.
(c) Non-acceptance of milk for despateh to stations other than certain specified

receiving depots.
(d) Establishment of local stone quarries and gravel pits.
(e) Supply of electricity from Yalloutn for power and light, thus considerably

reducing the quantity of fuel carried by rail.
(f) Break of gauge and its attendant disadvantages.
~

•

.

.
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That the serious decreases in revenue from Country Passenger Traffic, Goods and
Minerals for the years 1925-26 and 1927-28 were attributable chiefly to:(1) the failure of the wheat harvest in each year;
(2) the consequent restriction of travel by farmers and country residents for
business and pleasure, and of persons doing business with them and
with country storekeepers ;
(3) the smaller quantities of wheat hauled, and of goods hauled for primary
producers and dependent secondary industries;
(4) the reduced tonnage of coal hauled for industrial use, consequent upon
the depression in business.
That a Ministry of Transport be constituted.
That a Transport Board be created to investigate, report to, and advise the Minister
on matters relating to transport.
That a Finance Commissioner be appointed.
That a majority of the Commissioners shall form a quorum, and that each Commissioner present, shall have one vote, the Chairman to have a casting vote.
That authority be vested in the Commissioners to determine and fix freights and fares
subject to certain conditions.
That the Commissi?ners be given increased powers in regard to the running of Sunday
passenger serviCes.
That the Commissioners be empowered to import goods up to the value of £250 without
approval of the Governor in Council.
That the Commissioners be empowered to close road crossings where justified, subject
to the approval of the Governor in Council.
That railway finances be separated from the State Budget.
That fictitious and depreciated assets be written off.
That provision be made for depreciation at the rate of 1! per cent. per annum.
That a reserve fund of £500,000 be established.
That the railways be relieved of eertain payments in respect of pensions and superannuation.
That the Railways Loan Application Bill have curreney for twelve months eommeneing
on the 1st January, and that it be passed in the preceding August.
That the Construction Branch and the vVay and Works Branch be amalgamated.
That the Traffic Branch and the Transportation Branch be amalgamated.,
That the position of Outdoor Superintendent be abolished.
That the position of Assistant Superintendent 'of Refreshment Services be abolished.
That the present Branch system of working be abolished, and divisional control
introduced.
That the percentage of cost of superintendence to working expenses shows a substantial
and unwarranted increase for the year 1928 as compared 1vith 1922.
That generally there are too many supervisory or inspectorial officers in the Railway
Service.
That the number of supervisory positions in the Transportation Branch could be
reduced without impairing the efficiency of the Branch.

That there is excessive and uneconomical employment of i~dministrative ollicers in the
Refreshment Services Branch .

.

That the staff of the Secretary's Branch is in excess of actual requirement'j.
That the question of employing additional females in place of males on certain typing
anc"'calculating machines
be investigs,ted.
That the Railways staff performing the more important audit work be brought under
the control of the Auditor-General.
That the a.udit of the Refreshment Services Branch be done by an independent officer.
That a

system of accounting be introduced n,t the Melbourne Goods

8hedt~.

'l'hat Fuel Conservation Committees be discontinued.
That the cost of gatekeeping be
by substituting additional open level crossings
for
or, where authorized, by closing unnecessary crossings.
Tha.t 8-ft. 6-in. sleepers be adopted as Btandard sleepers in lieu of the present 9-ft.
sleepers.
That additional gang motor trolleys be provided.
That length runners be appointed and provided with motor quadricycles for inspecting
the permanent way.
That ploughs be utilized for maJdng firebreaks.
That the average mileage run per driver per day of eight hours be increased.
That~

the systBm of pooling engines be adopted wherever practicable.

That all saturated engines running on main lines be superheated.
That provision be made for a more expeditious and less expensive system of handling
coal for locomotives. .
'I'hat alterations be made to the Melbourne Goods Sheds to enable outwards goods
he more economically handled.

t()

That there is not sufficient publicity given to the existence of land available for leasing.
That early steps be taken to lease railway land in Spencer-street opposite Lonsdalestreet.
That one or more officers, of the Estate Office be set aside specially to secure tenants
for
railway lands and unoccupied spaces.
That the

on printing be redul.:ecL
or deviation of lines 'be invest.igated.

That the possible savings from Lhe

That the reeeption of rnaterials at the Spencer-street store. be discontinued, and that
they be delivered direct to Spotswood or Newport.
That car

work be confined to

Jolimont and Newport workshops.

work at the Bendigo workshops be increased.
·That

engine repair work

done at Ballarat.

That light running repairs only be undertaken at the North Melbourne shops, and the
heavier '\Vork be done at Newport.
That full economical use is not being made of the departmental workshops.
That idle ma,chincry at the Newport ·workshops tends to inflate overhead charges
and
to ul.1successful tendering. ~
That foundry work be concentrated at
to
as early as possible.

and the Bendigo foundry be removed

That provision be made for adequate shop accommodation at certain loeations where
shop work is at present performed the open air.
That group invoicing of goods be introduced.
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That greater efforts- be made to ensure i1 closer approximation between estimates
and costs in the Way a:nd Works Branch.
'rhat there have been uneconomical purchases of rolling-stock and plant.
That a motor omnibus body destroyed at the Batman-avenue Garage should have
been sent to the Spotsw~od Recl~mation Depot for disposal to the best ad vantage.
That there has not been a sufficient supply of small tonnage trucks to meet requirements.
That 60 per cent. of trucks be not more tl1an 16 tons ca.paeit.y.
That the present ratio of 11-ton trucks be maintained.
That a certain number of 25-ton trucks be constructed, and the freight weight minima
be not more than that imposed for Hi-ton trucks.
Tha,t no further 40-ton bogie trueks be built at present..
Tha.ii authority be given district officers to permit the use of large capacity trucks to
meet orders for small trucks without i.mposing higher minimum charges.
That the passenger train service,':! be improved and additional rail motor services be
instituted.
That the suburban radius be extended ou the Frankston line and other lint:?S where
justified.
'Jlhat border rates be investigated wi.th a view to rectifyi:ng present anomalies.
That rail facilities at Portland pier be improved.
That the unification of gauges be expedited.
That the question of relieving the railways of interest charges is a political one.
That the Railways Standing Committee inquire into certain items of expenditure not
now investigated.
That the Railways Standing Committee inquire into certain non-paying new lines.
That the question of duplicating the Geelong line should have been investigated by the
Rail ways Standing Committee before the expenditure of installing the Absolute
Permissive Block System was incurred.
That a Promotions Board be constituted.
That the Mt. Buffalo Chalet is over-capitalized.
That annuaJ leave be taken by oJ:licers in the yea.r in which it falls due and that it be
not. allowed to aeeumnlate beyond the seeond yea.r.
That; vacancies or.l t,he st:t>ft: be filled more exped.itiou•..,ly.
That the ~:~alaries paid to officers <lo not appear excessive.
That the visits of railway o:ffieers and employees abroad be limited, and include the
investigation of British systems.
.
That more authority be given to the Manager of the Newport Workshops.
That the carriage of passengers, goods, and live-stock has generally been eflieient.
T.uat the use of heavier locomotives will result
economy in train opera,tion.
That all locomotives running on country lines at night be equipped with electric
headlights.
That the installation of automatic couplings be expedited.
In eoncluding this Report, your Cmmnissioners feel that reference should be made to the
facilities afforded by the Victorian Railways Commissioners and their oflicers for iiL':Ipecting the
various railway depots and works, and also to their promptness in tendering evidence and data
as requested from time to time.
Your Commissioners expreBs sincere regret at the great loss sustained through the death
of Mr. T. R. Gilchrist, who with outstanding ability and untiring effort acted as Secretary to
the Commission for the first five months of the inquiry.
.
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.
Valuable service has also· been rendered by :Mr. W. R. Mann, who undertook the
secretarial work of the Commission at a most difficult. stage, and so ably assisted your Commissioners in the preparation of this Report.
All of which your Commissioners have the honour to submit for Your Bxcellency's
consideration.
Witness our hands and seals this 5th day of November, 1928.

G. W. STEAD, Chairman.

(L.s.)

L. 8. BENJAlVliN

(L.s.)

H: W. BUOKI,EY

(L.s.)

.J. l!'. CHAPPLE

(L.s.)

A. H. LEESON ·

(L.s.)

\V. R. MANN,

Secretary.

-----Gau~.
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25~ Ton

Truck, loaded with 301 Bags of Wheat. Net weight, 23 tons 14 cwt. 1 qr. 7 lb.

25~Ton

Truck, loaded with 375 Bags ot Oats. Net weight, 19 tons 9 cwt. 2 qrs. 14 lb.

